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Entanglement and symmetries

. . .

q1

q2

q3

⇢A =

Let’s assume that  is symmetric under the action of a charge Q, i.e     
The charge is local:                                    

|ψ⟩ [ρ, Q] = 0
Q = QA + QB

ρA = ⊕q ΠqρA = ⊕q [p(q)ρA(q)] p(q) = Tr (ΠqρA)

S(q) = − Tr[ρA(q)log ρA(q)]

  has a block diagonal form: ρA

with

probability of being in the sector q
Symmetry resolved entanglement entropy: 

[ρ, Q] = 0 [ρA, QA] = 0
TrB



Entanglement and symmetries II

S = ∑
q

p(q)S(q) − ∑
q

p(q)log(p(q)) ≡ Sc + Sn

A. Lukin, M. Rispoli, R. Schittko, M. E. Tai, A. M. Kaufman,S. Choi, V. Khemani, J. Leonard, and M. Greiner,  
Probing entanglement in a many-body localized system, Science 364, 6437 (2019).

: Configurational entropy

: Number entropy 

Sc

Sn

The symmetry resolved entanglement satisfies the sum rule
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of correlations are not generically enforced by the mere
presence of conserved quantities and dynamics in the sys-
tem.

Entanglement dynamics in the MBL regime

The following subsections show exact diagonaliza-
tion calculations based on the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 at
strong disorder for both the interacting (MBL) and non-
interacting (AL) cases. We numerically show the evolu-
tion of the entanglement entropy SvN for di↵erent Hamil-
tonian parameters and discuss the connection of the con-
figurational entanglement entropy Sc with the configura-
tional correlator C.

Entropy partitioning

A calculation of the dynamics for the partitioned en-
tropy is shown in Fig. S8. Since the initial state is a
product state, there is no initial entropy contribution
from number fluctuations or configurational correlations.
In the many-body-localized regime, the site occupation
numbers become a reasonable proxy for locally-conserved
quantities, leading to a suppression of the entropy Sn

that is associated with particle fluctuations across the
boundary of subsystems A and B. Indeed, the numeri-
cal calculations show that Sn reaches a stationary value
within a few tunneling times, indicating that the particle
transport has reached its equilibrium.

However, the configurational entropy Sc still grows
due to the presence of interactions. This is a conse-
quence of exponentially weak interactions between parti-
cles that occupy localized orbitals in each of the subsys-
tems. Sc is responsible for the unbounded logarithmic
entropy growth expected in many-body localization [30].
The growth persists for much longer times than the par-
ticle number fluctuations and demonstrates a separation
of time scales of Sn and Sc.

E↵ect of interactions

In order to separately investigate the contribution of
Sn and Sc, we perform numerical calculations at di↵er-
ent interaction strengths U . The total (von Neumann)
entanglement entropy SvN shows a logarithmically-slow
growth, which depends on the interaction strength.
Whereas the number entropy Sn is almost independent of
the interaction strength, the configurational entropy Sc

shows a qualitatively di↵erent behaviour in the presence
or absence of interactions in the system. Without inter-
actions, almost no configurational entropy is generated
and Sc remains nearly independent of the evolution time.
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FIG. S8. Total entropy partitioned The total von Neu-
mann entanglement entropy SvN for the half-system is shown
as a function of time in an interacting system at strong dis-
order. The entropy is split up into Sn and Sc. For visual
guidance, the configurational entropy (Sc) is o↵set by the
long-time average of Sn. This partitioning of the entropy
qualitatively shows that logarithmic entropy growth arises
primarily from the configurational entropy. The simulation
was performed using exact diagonalization on 6 sites at unity
filling.

However, when interactions are present, Sc shows a loga-
rithmic growth with the same interaction dependence as
SvN. These calculations show that the separation of the
entanglement into number and configurational degrees of
freedom allows us to isolate the logarithmic growth of
SvN.

Configurational correlations vs. configurational entropy

Since the configurational entropy is inaccessible in this
experiment, we use the correlator C as a measure of the
configurational entanglement in the system (see Eq. 2).
It is related to the configurational mutual information be-
tween the two subsystems [50]. C measures the distance
between the joint distribution of particle configurations
in the entire system from the uncorrelated distributions
of configurations in subsystem A and B. These correla-
tions are measured in the Fock basis and act as a proxy
for the corresponding configurational-entropy growth.

Despite being qualitatively similar metrics which go to
zero in the unentangled limit, Sc and C show very distinct
behavior for large degrees of entanglement. Consider the
maximally mixed reduced density matrix in the Schmidt
basis. The configurational entanglement entropy Sc is
unbounded and Sc ! log (N) for the maximally mixed
case with N representing the Hilbert space dimension of
the reduced density matrix.
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U(1) Symmetry resolution in CFT

Sn(q) ⌘
1

1� n
log Tr⇢nA(q)Symmetry resolved Renyi:

It requires the resolution of the 
spectrum in Q

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr⇢nAe
iQA↵ Zn(q) ⌘ Tr(⇧q ⇢

n
A) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e�iq↵Zn(↵)

The two terms in Eq. (2.2) are the configurational entropy (Sc) [35,68,69], which quantifies the average
of the entanglement in each charge sector, and number entropy (Sn) [35, 70–75], which measures the
entropy due to the fluctuations of the value of the charge within subsystem A.

Similarly, we define the symmetry resolved Rényi entropies as

Sn(q) ⌘
1

1� n
logTr[⇢A(q)]n. (2.4)

A decomposition of the total Rényi entropies into symmetry sectors can also be written down [46], but
it is less informative and clear than Eq. (2.2) for the von Neumann entropy.

In principle, the evaluation of the symmetry resolved contributions requires the knowledge of the
resolution of the spectrum of ⇢A in QA. This is a highly non-trivial problem, mainly because of the
non-local nature of the projector ⇧q. A different strategy, put forward in Ref. [38, 39], is based on the
evaluation of the charged moments

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇢nAei↵QA ] (2.5)

and their Fourier transform

Zn(q) =

Z
⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e�iq↵

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇧q⇢
n

A]. (2.6)

From these quantities, the symmetry resolved entropies are given by

Sn(q) =
1

1� n
log


Zn(q)

Z1(q)n

�
, S1(q) = �@n


Zn(q)

Z1(q)n

�

n=1

, (2.7)

and the probability p(q) is
p(q) = Z1(q). (2.8)

2.1 Symmetry resolved mutual information

.
The mutual information defined in Eq. (1.3) is constructed from three different entanglement

entropies and so from three different reduced density matrices ⇢A1 , ⇢A2 , and ⇢A1[A2 . Each of them
admits its independent symmetry decomposition and it is not obvious how to combine them for a
symmetry resolution. We propose to define the symmetry resolved mutual information as follows

I
A1:A2
1 (q) =

qX

q1=0

p(q1, q � q1)
⇣
S
A1
1 (q1) + S

A2
1 (q � q1)

⌘
� S

A1[A2
1 (q) (2.9)

where the superscripts A1, A2 or A1 [ A2 indicate to which system the various quantities pertain to.
The idea of Eq. (2.9) is that for a given charge sector q of the whole subsystem A, we take a weighted
sum over the contributions from charge sectors q1 and q2 of A1 and A2 such that q1 + q2 = q. The
weight p(q1, q � q1) is the probability that a simultaneous measurement of the charges QA1 and QA2

yields q1 and q� q1, respectively, while the charge sector of the whole system A is fixed to q. It is given
by

p(q1, q � q1) =
Z

A1:A2
1 (q1, q � q1)

Z
A1[A2
1 (q)

, and satisfies
qX

q1=0

p(q1, q � q1) = 1. (2.10)
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Introduce the charged moments:

M. Goldstein and E. Sela, PRL 120, 200602 (2018) 

x1

x1

x1

x2

x2

x2

Also the probability p(q) is read off Zn as

p(q) = Z1(q). (2.7)

The key observation of Refs. [16, 18] is that (2.5) is given by the following Fourier transform

Zn(q) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e�iq↵ Zn(↵), Zn(↵) ⌘ tr

�
⇢nAe

iQA↵
�
, (2.8)

where Zn(↵) are the charged moments mentioned in the introduction. Note that Zn(0) = tr⇢nA. There-
fore, we can access the symmetry resolved entanglement entropy by studying Zn(↵) (which, as explained
below, are much easier to compute) and after Fourier transforming.

2.1 Replica method and results from QFT

In Ref. [16] a geometric approach in the framework of the replica trick has been introduced and it
is applicable to generic (1+1)-dimensional QFT. The main idea is to insert an appropriate conjugate
Aharonov-Bohm flux through a multi-sheeted Riemann surface Rn, such that the total phase accumu-
lated by the field upon going through the entire surface is ↵. The result is that Zn(↵) is the partition
function on such modified surface.

In QFT language, the insertion of the flux corresponds to a twisted boundary condition, which,
as usually done in this context, can be implemented by the action of a local operator, acting at the
boundary of the subsystem A. This operator is a modified twist field Tn,↵ whose action, in operator
formalism, is defined by [16]

Tn,↵(x, ⌧)�i(x
0, ⌧) =

(
�i+1(x0, ⌧)ei↵�i,jTn,↵(x, ⌧) (x < x0),

�i(x0, ⌧)Tn,↵(x, ⌧) otherwise.
(2.9)

In this way one can further reformulate the problem in terms of a correlation function of twist fields [30].
In the simplest case of the subsystem consisting of a single interval A = [0, `]

Zn(↵) = hTn,↵(`, 0)T̃n,↵(0, 0)i. (2.10)

where T̃ is the antitwist field. If we now specialise to (1+1) dimensional CFT, Tn,↵ and T̃n,↵ behave as
primary operators with conformal dimension given by [16]

hn,↵ = hn +
h↵
n
, hn =

c

24

✓
n� 1

n

◆
, (2.11)

meaning that the phase shift is implemented by a composite twist field that can be written as Tn,↵ =

Tn · V↵. This immediately implies

Zn(↵) = cn,↵`
� c

6(n�
1
n)�2h↵+h̄↵

n , (2.12)

where c is the central charge of the CFT and cn,↵ the unknown non-universal normalisation of the
composite twist-field.
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n)�2h↵+h̄↵

n , (2.12)

where c is the central charge of the CFT and cn,↵ the unknown non-universal normalisation of the
composite twist-field.

5

n
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Symmetry resolution in CFT: Luttinger liquid

The focus of Ref. [16] was a free boson compactified on a circle of radius R, i.e., a Luttinger
liquid with Luttinger parameter K. In this case the operator V↵ implementing the twisted boundary
conditions is a vertex operator with (holomorphic and antiholomorphic) scaling dimensions

h↵ = h̄↵ =
1

2

⇣ ↵

2⇡

⌘2
K. (2.13)

From Eq. (2.12), the symmetry resolved moments are found by taking the Fourier transform as in
Eq. (2.8). At leading order for large `, this reads [16]

Zn(q) ' `�
c
6(n�

1
n)
r

n⇡

2K ln `
e

n⇡2(q�hQAi)2
2K ln ` . (2.14)

Notice that we set a posteriori the average number of the charge in the subsystem hQAi, since it is a
non-universal quantity, not encoded in the CFT. For a given microscopic model, its origin can be easily
traced back, e.g. as a phase shift in the bosonisation rule.

Through Eq. (2.6), this leads to the following result at leading order for the Rényi and the von
Neumann entropy

Sn(q) = Sn � 1

2
ln

✓
2K

⇡
ln `

◆
+O(`0), SvN(q) = SvN � 1

2
ln

✓
2K

⇡
ln `

◆
+O(`0). (2.15)

This result has been dubbed equipartition of entanglement [18]: at leading order the entanglement is
the same in the different charge sectors, just the probability p(q) of being in a given sector varies.

3 Free fermions on a lattice: flux insertion and charged entropies

Eq. (2.15) provides the leading symmetry resolved entanglement entropies of all microscopic models
with a U(1) symmetry, that, at low energy, are described by a CFT. Indeed the results in Eq. (2.15)
have been tested numerically both for free fermions [14,16,18] and in interacting spin chains [15,18,31].
In this Section we are going to provide an analytic derivation for the special case of a chain of free
fermions, whose scaling limit is indeed described by a free compact boson with K = 1. Our analysis
will also provide the exact value of the non-universal constants, as well as the corrections to (2.15) for
this specific model.

We consider the tight binding model in one dimension with hamiltonian

H = �
1X

i=�1


c†ici+1 + c†i+1ci � 2h

✓
c†ici �

1

2

◆�
, (3.1)

where ci are free fermionic spinless degrees of freedom, satisfying the anticommutation relations {ci, c†j} =

�ij and h is the chemical potential. H is diagonal in momentum space and its ground state is a Fermi
sea with Fermi momentum kF = arccos |h|. As it is clear from (3.1), the particle number Q =

P
i c

†
ici

is a conserved U(1) charge of the model. It is also local and Q = QA+QB for any spatial bipartition of
the chain. By Jordan Wigner transformation, Eq. (3.1) is mapped to the XX spin chain in a magnetic
field h and the charge Q becomes the spin in the z direction.

6

Through the conformal mapping [23]

w(z) = �i log

 
�
sin ⇡(z�u)

L

sin ⇡(z�v)
L

!1/n

, (6)

the Riemann surface Rn is transformed into a single cylinder. At this point, exploiting the transfor-

mation of the field ⌥ under a conformal mapping, one relates the ratio (5) to the correlation functions

of ⌥ on the plane. For this reason, afterward we focus on those low-lying states described by primary

operators of the CFT. This assumption is not fundamental but simplifies the treatment due to the

simple transformation law of such operators, i.e.

⌥(w, w̄) =

✓
dz

dw

◆h✓ dz̄

dw̄

◆h̄

⌥(z, z̄), (7)

with (h, h̄) the conformal weights of ⌥. Hence, for primary operators, one can easily express F (n)
⌥ (x)

in terms of correlation functions over the cylinder. The final result reads [23]

F (n)
⌥ (x) = n�2n(h+h̄) h

Q
k ⌥(w�

k )⌥
†(w+

k )icyl
h⌥(w�

0 )⌥
†(w+

0 )incyl
, (8)

where w±
k are the points corresponding to z±k through the map w(z), i.e.

w�
k =

⇡(1 + x) + 2⇡k

n
, w+

k =
⇡(1� x) + 2⇡k

n
, with k = 0, ..., n� 1. (9)

Translational invariance (w ! w + r with r 2 R) and parity (w ! �w) of the cylinder imply

F (n)
⌥ (x) = F (n)

⌥ (x) = F (n)
⌥† (x) = F (n)

⌥ (1� x), (10)

which, among the other things, guarantee the symmetry ` ! L� ` of the Rényi entropies.

2.1 The Luttinger liquid CFT

In the following, we will explicitly work out the symmetry resolved entropies of the Luttinger liquid

or equivalently (via bosonisation) of a free massless compact boson. The compactification radius of

the boson is related to the Luttinger parameter K. The Luttinger liquid’s universality class describes

a large number of critical one-dimensional models including free and interacting spin-chains, quantum

gases, fermionic hopping models, etc. (see e.g. [25]). The central charge is c = 1. Denoting by ' a real

bosonic field, the euclidean action (in bosonic form) is

SE ['] =
1

8⇡K

Z
d⌧dx @µ'@

µ'. (11)

The field can be decomposed in holomorphic and antiholomorphic components, '(z, z̄) = �(z) + �̄(z̄).

As examples, the set of primary fields of the theory include the holomorphic vertex operators

V�(z) = ei��(z), (12)

and the derivative operator

i@�(z). (13)

5

Action: Conserved charge  QA =
1

2π ∫A
∂φ(x,0)dx eiαQA = ei α

2π φ(u,0)e−i α
2π φ(v,0)

Zn(α) = cn,αℓ− c
6 (n− 1

n )− 2K
n ( α

2π )2

Sn(q) = Sn −
1
2

log ( 2K
π

log ℓ) +
log n

2(1 − n)
+ o(ℓ0)

Fourier transform using saddle point

𝒵n(q) = cnℓ− c
6 (n− 1

n ) nπ
2K ln ℓ + γn

e
nπ2(q − ⟨QA⟩)2

2K ln ℓ + γn

Entanglement equipartition: up to order , the SR entanglement does not depend on the symmetry sectoro(1)
J.C. Xavier, F.C. Alcaraz, and G. Sierra,  PRB 98, 041106 (2018)



Symmetry resolution in CFT: compact boson II

Sn(q) = Sn −
1
2

log ( 2K
π

log ℓ) +
log n

2(1 − n)
+ o(ℓ0)

Sn =
1
2

+
1
2

ln( 2K
π

ln ℓ) + o(1)

S = ∑
q

p(q)S(q) − ∑
q

p(q)log(p(q)) ≡ Sc + Sn

Q: Where the log log term ends up in the total entropy?

A: It is exactly canceled by the number entropy: 

Note: The number entropy satisfies , a fact valid much more generally  Sn ≪ S ∼ S(q)

R. Bonsignori, P. Ruggiero, and P. Calabrese, JPA 52,  475302 (2019)



Lattice free fermions

The focus of Ref. [16] was a free boson compactified on a circle of radius R, i.e., a Luttinger
liquid with Luttinger parameter K. In this case the operator V↵ implementing the twisted boundary
conditions is a vertex operator with (holomorphic and antiholomorphic) scaling dimensions

h↵ = h̄↵ =
1

2

⇣ ↵

2⇡

⌘2
K. (2.13)

From Eq. (2.12), the symmetry resolved moments are found by taking the Fourier transform as in
Eq. (2.8). At leading order for large `, this reads [16]

Zn(q) ' `�
c
6(n�

1
n)
r

n⇡

2K ln `
e

n⇡2(q�hQAi)2
2K ln ` . (2.14)

Notice that we set a posteriori the average number of the charge in the subsystem hQAi, since it is a
non-universal quantity, not encoded in the CFT. For a given microscopic model, its origin can be easily
traced back, e.g. as a phase shift in the bosonisation rule.

Through Eq. (2.6), this leads to the following result at leading order for the Rényi and the von
Neumann entropy

Sn(q) = Sn � 1

2
ln

✓
2K

⇡
ln `

◆
+O(`0), SvN(q) = SvN � 1

2
ln

✓
2K

⇡
ln `

◆
+O(`0). (2.15)

This result has been dubbed equipartition of entanglement [18]: at leading order the entanglement is
the same in the different charge sectors, just the probability p(q) of being in a given sector varies.

3 Free fermions on a lattice: flux insertion and charged entropies

Eq. (2.15) provides the leading symmetry resolved entanglement entropies of all microscopic models
with a U(1) symmetry, that, at low energy, are described by a CFT. Indeed the results in Eq. (2.15)
have been tested numerically both for free fermions [14,16,18] and in interacting spin chains [15,18,31].
In this Section we are going to provide an analytic derivation for the special case of a chain of free
fermions, whose scaling limit is indeed described by a free compact boson with K = 1. Our analysis
will also provide the exact value of the non-universal constants, as well as the corrections to (2.15) for
this specific model.

We consider the tight binding model in one dimension with hamiltonian

H = �
1X

i=�1


c†ici+1 + c†i+1ci � 2h

✓
c†ici �

1

2

◆�
, (3.1)

where ci are free fermionic spinless degrees of freedom, satisfying the anticommutation relations {ci, c†j} =

�ij and h is the chemical potential. H is diagonal in momentum space and its ground state is a Fermi
sea with Fermi momentum kF = arccos |h|. As it is clear from (3.1), the particle number Q =

P
i c

†
ici

is a conserved U(1) charge of the model. It is also local and Q = QA+QB for any spatial bipartition of
the chain. By Jordan Wigner transformation, Eq. (3.1) is mapped to the XX spin chain in a magnetic
field h and the charge Q becomes the spin in the z direction.

6

In Refs. [28, 29] it has been exploited the fact that the matrix (� + 1)IA � 2CA has a Toeplitz
form. Therefore the asymptotics for large ` of the determinant D` in (3.13) is obtained by means of
the generalised Fisher-Hartwig conjecture. The interested reader can find the derivation in Ref. [29],
we just report here the final result which is [29]

D`(�) ' (�+ 1)`
✓
�+ 1

�� 1

◆� kF `
⇡ X

m2Z
L�2(m+��)2

k e�2ikFm` [G(m+ 1 + ��)G(1�m� ��)]
2 , (3.15)

where G(·) is the Barnes G-function, Lk = 2`| sin kF | and

�� =
1

2⇡i
ln


�+ 1

�� 1

�
, with

d��
d�

=
1

⇡i

1

1� �2
. (3.16)

For the moments tr⇢nA, i.e., Zn(↵ = 0) in (3.11), the leading term in the sum for D` in Eq. (3.15) is
the one with m = 0, first evaluated in [28]. The next to leading contributions come from the terms with
m = ±1 (at the same order) as shown in [29]. The situation for ↵ 6= 0 is slightly more complicated.
For �⇡ < ↵ < ⇡ the leading term is always the one with m = 0. Since Zn(↵) is periodic in ↵ with
period 2⇡ we will restrict ourselves to ↵ 2 [�⇡,⇡], having in mind that, if required, the function can
be extended outside of this interval by periodicity. Concerning the subleading contributions, the terms
with m = ±1 have different power laws, but one of them is always dominating, as we shall see. Anyhow,
for values of ↵ close to ±⇡, also next-to-next leading terms should be taken into account in order to
get reasonable results for moderately large values of `. In the following we first compute the leading
term and then we move to the calculations of the corrections.

3.1.1 Leading term (m = 0)

For ↵ 2 [�⇡,⇡], the leading behaviour of Eq. (3.12) is given by term with m = 0 in (3.15), i.e.,

D(0)
` (�) ⌘ (�+ 1)`

✓
�+ 1

�� 1

◆� kF `
⇡

L
�2�2

�
k [G(1 + ��)G(1� ��)]

2 , (3.17)

so that the integral (3.12) is lnZn(↵) = lnZ(0)
n (↵) + o(`0) with

lnZ(0)
n (↵) =

1

2⇡i

I
d� fn(�,↵)

d lnD(0)
` (�)

d�
= a0`+ a1 lnLk + a2, (3.18)

where

a0 =
1

2⇡i

I
d�fn(�,↵)

✓
1� kF /⇡

1 + �
� kF /⇡

1� �

◆
, (3.19)

a1 =
1

2⇡i

I
d�fn(�,↵)

d(�2�2
�)

d�
=

2

⇡2

I
d�fn(�,↵)

��
1� �2

, (3.20)

a2 =
1

⇡i

I
d�fn(�,↵)

d ln[G(1 + ��)G(1� ��)]

d�
, (3.21)

are respectively the linear, the logarithmic and the constant term (in `) coming from lnD(0)
` in Eq.

(3.17). These three integrals are explicitly calculated in Appendix A with final result

lnZ(0)
n (↵) = i↵

kF `

⇡
�

1

6

✓
n� 1

n

◆
+

2

n

⇣ ↵

2⇡

⌘2
�
lnLk +⌥(n,↵), (3.22)
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Figure 1: ⌥(n,↵) in Eq. (3.23) as a function of ↵ for n = 1, 2, 3 (top to bottom in the left panel). The
exact forms (full lines) are compared with the quadratic approximation ⌥(n) + �2(n)↵2 (dashed lines)
showing that, although very close, they are definitively different. To highlight this similarity we plot in
the right panel the difference ✏(n,↵), cf. Eq (3.24) which is tiny, but non zero.

where
⌥(n,↵) = ni

Z 1

�1
dw[tanh(⇡w)� tanh(⇡nw + i↵/2)] ln

�(12 + iw)

�(12 � iw)
, (3.23)

in analogy with the definition ⌥(n) in [28], which is recovered when ↵ = 0. We stress that ⌥(n,↵) is
real for ↵ real, even if not apparent from the formula. For future reference it is useful to write ⌥(n,↵)

as
⌥(n,↵) = ⌥(n) + �2(n)↵

2 + ✏(n,↵), ✏(n,↵) = O(↵4), (3.24)

where the analytic expression of �2(n) is

�2(n) =
ni

4

Z 1

�1
dw[tanh3(⇡nw)� tanh(⇡nw)] ln

�(12 + iw)

�(12 � iw)
. (3.25)

Eq. (3.18) contains several pieces of information. The linear term is just the mean number of
particles in A, hQAi = kF `/⇡, as expected. Anyhow, this is the only term with an imaginary part
up to order O(1). We know that this is exactly true at half-filling (kF = ⇡/2), cf. Eq. (3.9). For
generic filling, it is not true in general and we will observe in numerics tiny deviations at small ` in the
imaginary part of lnZn(↵). The term / lnLk provides the dimension of the modified twist field which
comes out from the field theory calculation: the result agrees with the one found by CFT methods in
(2.12) when specialised to a compact boson with K = 1. Indeed, this result, that was already checked
numerically in [16], has been also analytically calculated by means of Widom conjecture in [14]. The
constant term in Eq. (3.22) is probably the most interesting one, first because it is a result that was
not known by other means (being non-universal cannot be fixed by field theory), and second because
it provides few physical consequences. It is real and even in ↵, a property that was guaranteed only
at half filling. It is independent from kF , as its limit for ↵ = 0 [28]. Finally, it is very close to a
parabola, but all the even terms in the series expansion are non zero, although ✏(n,↵), cf. Eq. (3.24),
is very small. In Figure 1 we report ⌥(n,↵) as function of ↵ for some n and compare it with the
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Figure 2: Leading scaling behaviour of the charged Rényi entropies with the insertion of a flux ↵. The
numerical results (symbols) for several values of ↵ and n are reported as function of ` for the filling
kF = ⇡/2 (left) and kF = ⇡/3 (right). The numerical data match well the Fisher-Hartwig prediction
(cf. Eq. (3.22)) although large oscillating corrections to the scaling are present.

quadratic approximation ⌥(n) + �2(n)↵2. The closeness of the two curves shows that the quadratic
approximation will be enough for most of the applications, as we shall explicitly show. The accuracy of
the quadratic approximation is also evident from the plot of ✏(n,↵) in the right panel of Figure 1. On
passing, this precision of the quadratic approximation of ⌥(n,↵) explains, a posteriori, the quality of
the symmetry resolved spectrum obtained in Ref. [16] exploiting the method of Stieltjes transform [46]
which implicitly assumes this approximation.

In Figure 2 we report the numerical data for Rényi entropies with the insertion of a flux ↵ for several
values of n and ↵ and with fillings kF = ⇡/2 (left) and kF = ⇡/3 (right). The theoretical prediction
for the leading scaling in Eq. (3.22) is also reported for comparison. It is evident that the analytical
result correctly describes the asymptotic data, but large and oscillating corrections to the scaling are
present. The amplitude of these oscillations increase with n and with ↵. This peculiar n dependence
was already known at ↵ = 0 [29, 47–50]. In the following subsection we will explicitly consider these
oscillations and work out their analytical description.

3.1.2 Leading corrections (m = ±1)

The leading correction to the determinant D`(�) comes from the terms with m = ±1 in (3.15) and is
given by [29]

D`(�) ' D(0)
` (�)[1 + `(�)],

 `(�) = e�2ikF `L�2(1+2��)
k

�2(1 + ��)

�2(���)
+ e2ikF `L�2(1�2��)

k

�2(1� ��)

�2(��)
. (3.26)

We define the difference

dn(↵) ⌘ lnZn(↵)� lnZ(0)
n (↵), (3.27)

that for large L is

dn(↵) '
1

2⇡i

I
d� fn(�,↵)

d ln [1 + `(�)]

d�
=

1

2⇡i

I
d� fn(�,↵)

d `(�)

d�
+ · · · . (3.28)
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neglected at this stage.
In Figure 5 we report the numerically calculated symmetry resolved partition sums Zn(q). We

compare the numerical data for n = 1, 2, 3 with the CFT prediction without fixing the non universal
constant as in Eq. (2.14). The qualitative agreement is reasonable, but quantitatively far. We also
report the prediction for Zn(q) at order O(`0): the curves moves closer to the numerical data, but the
match is still not perfect. Only when we use the complete Fisher-Hartwig prediction (4.5) (with the
correct value of �2(n)), the data are perfectly reproduced. As anticipated, including the logarithmic
corrections is fundamental to have an accurate description of the data. Also the q-dependence of Zn(q)

is perfectly captured by (4.5) as shown in the lower panels of Figure 5.

4.2 Symmetry resolved Rényi and entanglement entropy

We now use Eq. (4.5) to calculate the symmetry resolved Rènyi and the Von Neumann entropies. Let
us start from the former. Eq. (2.6) implies

Sn(q) =
1

1� n
ln


Zn(q)

Z1(q)n

�
' 1

1� n
ln

Zn(0)

(Z1(0))n
e
� (q�q̄)2

4bRn

e
�n(q�q̄)2

4bR1

(4⇡bRn )
�1/2

(4⇡bR1 )
�n/2

. (4.6)

The first ratio in (4.6) just gives the total Rényi entropy of order n, with the right additive constant
(and indeed this is true at all orders). The other q-independent term is

1

1� n
ln

(4⇡bRn )
�1/2

(4⇡bR1 )
�n/2

= �1

2
ln

2

⇡
+

lnn

2(1� n)
+

1

1� n
ln

(lnLk � 2⇡2�2(1))n/2

(lnLk � 2⇡2n�2(n))1/2

= �1

2
ln
⇣ 2

⇡
ln �nLk

⌘
+

lnn

2(1� n)
+ · · · . (4.7)

The constant �n has been introduced to resum partially the subleading corrections to the scaling ((i.e.
we used ln(ln(x)) + a/ ln(x) = ln(ln(eax)) +O(ln2 x)) and it is given by

ln �n = �2⇡2n(�2(n)� �2(1))

1� n
. (4.8)

The last term is the ratio of the two Gaussian factors which is the only one depending on q. For this
last contribution we have

1

1� n
ln e

n(q�q̄)2

4bR1
� (q�q̄)2

4bRn = (q � q̄)2 ⇡4 n

1� n
(�2(1)� n�2(n))

1

ln2 nLk
+ . . . , (4.9)

where the constant
lnn = �⇡2(�2(1) + n�2(n)), (4.10)

has been introduced, again, to resum partially the subleading corrections.
Putting together the three pieces we have

Sn(q) = Sn � 1

2
ln

✓
2

⇡
ln �nLk

◆
+

lnn

2(1� n)
+ (q � q̄)2 ⇡4n(�2(1)� n�2(n))

1� n

1

ln2 nLk
+ · · · . (4.11)

This equation not only predicts the leading diverging behaviour for large ` which was already known
from CFT [16, 18] (cf. Eq. (2.15)), but also the non-universal additive constant, as well as the some
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Figure 6: Von Neumann (left) and second Rényi (right) symmetry resolved entanglement entropies. The
numerical data (symbols) for q = `/2, `/2 + 1, `/2 + 2 are compared with the theoretical predictions
Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12). The figures also highlight the importance of the logarithmic corrections to the
scaling which are fundamental in order to accurately describe the data for ` as large as 3000 and even
larger. Increasing the values of (q � q̄)2, the corrections to the scaling that we neglect become more
important.

subleading corrections in lnLk. The latter are not only important to correctly describe the data,
but are also the leading q-dependent contributions. So while the leading and finite terms satisfy the
equipartition of entanglement [18], within our approach we are able to identify the leading term that
breaks this equipartition.

Taking now the limit for n ! 1, we get the von Neumann entropy

SvN(q) = SvN � 1

2
ln

✓
2

⇡
ln �1Lk

◆
� 1

2
+ (q � q̄)2 ⇡4 (�2(1) + �02(1))

ln2 1Lk
+ · · · , (4.12)

with ln �1 = 2⇡2�02(1) and �02(1) = 0.0545724.
These Fisher-Hartwig calculations for the symmetry resolved entanglement are compared with the

numerical data in Figure 6. It is evident in these figures that the results for different q are not on top
of each other although we reported ` as large as 3000. Indeed their difference (that we know to go to
zero as (ln `)�2) can be easily misinterpreted as a different additive constant if one would proceed with
a fit of the numerical data. Only the exact knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour (4.11) and (4.12)
allow us to correctly understand the data. In the figure we also report Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) truncated
at o(1) (just for q = q̄), showing that these leading curves are far from the data and that the distance
between the two barely reduces. We stress that not only the prefactor of the logarithmic corrections
are important, but also the precise values of the amplitudes (4.10) and (4.8), as it is easy to check.
Finally we observe that increasing (q� q̄) the corrections to the scaling that we neglected become more
important.

We finish the section commenting about the double log contribution in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12). It
may seem rather awkward that all the symmetry resolved contributions have a double log correction,
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Using Fisher Hartwig techniques:

Fourier tranform + ratios for entropies

Equipartition is broken at order (log ℓ)−2



- Write the charged moments as a linear combination of the unspecialised characters 

- Use their modular properties to compute the resolved partition functions, by identifying all states in a 
given representation of the group. 

- The SR entropies are obtained integrating the group characters around all saddles (that are the elements 
of the center Z(G) (of order |Z(G)|)

Resolution of non-abelian symmetries: WZW models
S. Murciano, J. Dubail, P. Calabrese, JHEP 10 (2021) 067

Consider a general non-abelian group G (of dimension d and volume Vol(G)) and the corresponding WZW model

ρA = ⊕r [p(r)ρA(r)] r labels the irreducible representations of G, dim(r) its dimension

Our Strategy (without mentioning many highly non trivial points and assumptions) 

SU(2) done by Goldstein and Sela in 2018 paper using SU(2) algebra 

Final Result

Equipartition broken at order O(1)!! 

on the charge q has been dubbed entanglement equipartition [18], which is the main feature
of a CFT endowed with an abelian symmetry. It is an open issue to understand whether
such equipartition of entanglement survives for a CFT with a non-abelian symmetry. To
date, there are no results concerning such theories, with the exception of the SU(2) spin-
chain/CFT studied in [17]. However, the authors used different conventions with respect
to ours, since they do not normalise each block of ⇢A by each trace before calculating the
entropies, so the resulting resolved entropies are not entanglement measures by themselves.
Another important aspect of Eq. (1.8) is that the dependence on the ultraviolet cutoff ✏ at
order O(L0) is fully encoded in the total entropy and so, Eq. (1.8) is universal. Equivalently,
we can say that Sn(L) � Sq

n(L) is universal up to order L0. It is also natural to wonder
whether such a universality persists for non-abelian symmetries.

1+1D CFTs with non-abelian symmetry: Wess-Zumino-Witten models. Our
goal is to fill this gap and to study how the total entanglement splits into the contribu-
tions coming from symmetry sectors in CFTs with a non-abelian Lie group symmetry, i.e.
the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models. They are described by a two-dimensional action
which consists of a non-linear � term plus the Wess-Zumino term, whose topological cou-
pling factor k is constrained to be an integer number and it is referred to as the level of the
model [54, 55]. Here we follow the conventions of Ref. [56]. For simplicity, we assume that
the Lie group G is compact and simple.
These WZW models are the scaling limit of critical quantum spin chains with the same
symmetry [57–59]. For instance, some possible discretisations of SU(2)k are the Heisenberg
spin-1/2 chain or the Haldane-Shastry model for k = 1 [60–64]. Spin chains associated with
spin j = k/2, k > 1 correspond to SU(2)k WZW models, which can mark phase transitions
between different gapped phases, as in the Babudjan-Takhtajan chains [65, 66].

Main result. In this paper we compute the symmetry-resolved entanglement entropy
in the ground state of a non-abelian WZW model. In the course of the derivation we
should make some assumptions on the multiplicity of the entanglement spectrum, or equiv-
alently on the conformal boundary conditions induced at the entangling point. With these
assumptions, we find that for large L it holds

Sr
n(L) = Sn(L)�

d

2
log(logL)+2 log dim(r)�log

Vol(G)

|Z(G)|
+
d

2

✓
� log k +

log n

1� n
+ log(2⇡3)

◆
+o(L0)

where dim(G) is the dimension of the Lie group G, Vol(G) is its volume, |Z(G)| is the
order of the center of G and dim(r) is the dimension of the representation. This result
extends the abelian one, see Eq. (1.8), since there dim r = 1 for all sectors. However, in
contrast with the latter case, now the entanglement explicitly depends on the charge sectors
at O(L0). It is also consistent with the one of Ref. [17] for the SU(2) case, see section 2.
Our approach also provides an explicit expression for pr (see Eq. (5.12)). We mention that
different assumptions on the entanglement spectrum would change, in a calculable way, the
O(1) term in Eq. (??), but leave unchanged the double logarithm whose prefactor depends
only on the dimension of the group .
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SRE after a quantum quench

Prepare a system in a low-entangled initial state  and let it evolve unitarity  |ψ0⟩ |ψ(t)⟩ = eiHt |ψ0⟩
Long story short: In integrable models the entanglement dynamics is captured by the quasiparticle picture 

PC & Cardy, 2005 + Alba & PC 2017

S = ∫
dk
2π

h(k) min[2vkt, ℓ] 2

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the charged moments Zn(↵)
after a quench from the Néel state in the free fermion model
(7). We fix ` = 120 and plot as a function of t/` for several
values of n and ↵. Numerical data (symbols) perfectly match
the analytic prediction (10) (full lines).

the configurational entropy moves up very slowly, loga-
rithmically in time, but only after a time delay, whose
precise value depends on the interaction strength and
gets larger as the interaction decreases. These findings
nicely explain former theoretical results for the total en-
tanglement entropy [50, 51].

The computation of the symmetry resolved entangle-
ment entropies from Eq. (2) requires the knowledge of
the spectrum of ⇢A and its resolution in QA, which is not
easy because of the nonlocal nature of the projector ⇧q.
A more feasible path [20, 21] is based on the computation
of the charged moments

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇢nAe
i↵QA ], (4)

whose Fourier transform

Zn(q) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e
�iq↵

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇧q⇢
n
A], (5)

readily provides the symmetry resolved quantities (2) as

Sn(q) =
1

1� n
log


Zn(q)

Z1(q)n

�
. (6)

The probability p(q) is just p(q) = Z1(q).
Free fermions. — We study the evolution of the

symmetry resolved Rényi entropies in the tight-binding
model with Hamiltonian

H =
LX

i=1

(c†i ci+1 + c
†
i+1ci), (7)

where ladder operators satisfy anticommutation relations
{ci, c†j} = �i,j and {ci, cj} = {c†i , c

†
j} = 0. The conserved

charge is the fermion number Q =
P

j c
†
jcj . The Jordan-

Wigner transformation maps the model into the XX spin

chain. We are interested in the entanglement of a block
of ` consecutive sites in an infinite system. The reduced
density matrix is obtained from the ` ⇥ ` matrix CA =
hc†xcx0i formed by the correlations with x, x

0 2 A [52,
53]. Using standard algebra of Gaussian operators, the
charged moments Zn(↵) can be written as [20]

logZn(↵) = Tr log
⇥
(CA)

n
e
i↵ + (1� CA)

n
⇤
. (8)

We begin our study with the quench from the Néel
state |Ni =

QL/2
j=1 c

†
2j |0i (in spin language |Ni ⌘ | "#"#"

· · · i). We choose this initial state because it is the one
engineered in most of the experiments [16, 17] and it is
simple enough to allow full analytic computations, serv-
ing as a guidance for the general case. The correlation
function is (see e.g. [54])

C(t) =
�x,x0

2
+

(�1)x
0

2

Z ⇡

�⇡

dk

2⇡
e
ik(x�x0)+4it cos(k)

. (9)

For simplicity, we work with ` even. The calculation
of Zn(↵) in Eq. (8) with the correlation matrix above
can be performed in the space-time scaling limit, i.e.
t, ` ! 1 with finite ratio, and it proceeds in full anal-
ogy to the case ↵ = 0 presented in Ref. [41]. We ex-
pand the logarithm in Eq. (8) in powers of CA to rewrite
logZn(↵) as a series in Tr(CA)m. These moments have
been already calculated by multidimensional stationary
phase technique [41]. The resulting power series can be
summed up to obtain

Zn(↵) = e
i`↵

2

✓
cos ↵

2

2n�1

◆J
, (10)

where

J =

Z
dk

2⇡
min[2vkt, `], (11)

with vk = 2| sin k|. In Fig. 1 we compare this analytical
prediction with ab-initio computations, finding perfect
agreement.
The symmetry resolved moments for q = hQAi +�q,

with hQAi = `/2, are obtained plugging Eq. (10) into (5)
to get

Zn(q) = 2(1�n)J
Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡

⇣
cos

↵

2

⌘J
e
�i↵�q

. (12)

This integral can be evaluated analytically [55], but for
our aim it is convenient to use the saddle point method,
which holds for large J . We also assume |�q| / `. Since
the dependence on n in Eq. (12) is trivial, we focus on
Z1(q):

Z1(q) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e
`h(↵)

, h(↵) = �i↵
�q

`
+

J
`
log cos

↵

2
.

(13)
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the symmetry resolved entanglement entropies Sn(q) after a quench from the Néel state in the free
fermion model (7). The symbols are the exact numerical results for ` = 160 and various �q. The full line is our prediction
(18) with (16) that perfectly matches the numerical data. Notice the delay / �q that is well captured by our prediction. The
dashed line is the expansion for large ` and small �q while the dotted one is the same with logarithmic correction. In the
inset, we report the numerically calculated delays for ` = 240, obtained as the time when S1(q)/` = 0.007, and the analytic
prediction tD = ⇡|�q|/4.

QA =
R
A dx@x'. Indeed, the moments Zn(↵) are cor-

relations of composite twist fields Tn,↵ [20] of dimension

�n,↵ = 1
12 (n�

1
n )+

K
n

↵2

4⇡2 , withK related to the compact-
ification radius. Hence, the expectation value in the strip
is the same as the one for the total moments Zn(↵ = 0)
[38] with the change of the conformal dimension. Thus,
after the analytic continuation, we have

Zn(↵) = cn,↵

2

4 ⇡
2

4⌧20

cosh
⇣

⇡`
2⌧0

⌘
+ cosh

⇣
⇡vt
⌧0

⌘

2 sinh2
⇣

⇡`
4⌧0

⌘
cosh2

⇣
⇡vt
2⌧0

⌘

3

5

2�n,↵

,

(23)
with cn,↵ a normalisation constant. For large `/⌧0 and
t/⌧0, this simplifies to

logZn(↵) = logZn(0)�
K↵

2

4⇡n

min[2vt, `]

⌧0
. (24)

This result resembles free fermions ones (10) and (20)
with hQAi = 0 and with the di↵erence that there is a
single velocity v. As a consequence of this single velocity
and of the too simple dependence on ↵ and n in Eq. (24),
the symmetry resolved moments and entropies do not
show the time delay tD in Eq. (15) and the functional
form in t, ` is di↵erent. The conclusion is that while
CFT captures universal aspects of the charged entropy, it
expectedly fails to reproduce non-universal ones for the
symmetry resolved quantities such as the time delay tD.
Instead, the entanglement equipartition trivially follows
from the Gaussian form of Eq. (24).

The general quasiparticle interpretation. — In inte-
grable systems, the time evolution of the entanglement
entropy can be understood in terms of the quasiparticle
picture [38, 39], in which quasiparticle excitations of op-

posite momentum are produced in pairs at time t = 0
and then move ballistically through the system, spread-
ing entanglement and correlations. Assuming that the
contributions of pairs of quasiparticles of momentum ±k

to the charged entropy can be encoded in a single factor
fn,↵(k), it naturally follows that

logZn(↵) = ihQAi↵+

Z
dk

2⇡
fn,↵(k)min[2vkt, `], (25)

where vk is the velocity of the entangling quasiparticles
in the stationary state [39, 59], hQAi the conserved mean
charge within the subsystem, and the factor min[2vkt, `]
just comes from counting which pairs are shared between
A and Ā [38]. This form agrees and generalizes previous
results for free fermions (20) and CFTs (24). Eq. (25)
is written for a single species of quasiparticles, but the
generalization to multiple ones is straightforward, since
it just requires to sum over all of them, as for the total
entanglement [39].
Independently of the precise form of fn,↵(k), we can

infer the main general features of the symmetry resolved
entanglement from Eq. (25). The first one is the ex-
istence of the delay time tD: in the saddle point cal-
culation, tD is non-zero and proportional to |�q| if the
domain of the derivative wrt i↵ of the integral in the rhs
of Eq. (25) is finite for ↵ purely imaginary. The pre-
cise value of tD depends on the details of the function
fn,↵(k) and so on the specific quench. In the quasipar-
ticle picture, this delay can be physically understood as
the time needed to change the charge of an amount |�q|
within the subsystem A; e.g., having in mind a spin chain,
this is the time to turn |�q| spins by local spin flips. The
other general result is the e↵ective equipartition for small

Adapting the QP picture to the charged moments, we conjecture

but the kernel   is difficult to compute for generic model,
while free is possible

fn,α(k)

2

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the charged moments Zn(↵)
after a quench from the Néel state in the free fermion model
(7). We fix ` = 120 and plot as a function of t/` for several
values of n and ↵. Numerical data (symbols) perfectly match
the analytic prediction (10) (full lines).

the configurational entropy moves up very slowly, loga-
rithmically in time, but only after a time delay, whose
precise value depends on the interaction strength and
gets larger as the interaction decreases. These findings
nicely explain former theoretical results for the total en-
tanglement entropy [50, 51].

The computation of the symmetry resolved entangle-
ment entropies from Eq. (2) requires the knowledge of
the spectrum of ⇢A and its resolution in QA, which is not
easy because of the nonlocal nature of the projector ⇧q.
A more feasible path [20, 21] is based on the computation
of the charged moments

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇢nAe
i↵QA ], (4)

whose Fourier transform

Zn(q) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e
�iq↵

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr[⇧q⇢
n
A], (5)

readily provides the symmetry resolved quantities (2) as

Sn(q) =
1

1� n
log


Zn(q)

Z1(q)n

�
. (6)

The probability p(q) is just p(q) = Z1(q).
Free fermions. — We study the evolution of the

symmetry resolved Rényi entropies in the tight-binding
model with Hamiltonian

H =
LX

i=1

(c†i ci+1 + c
†
i+1ci), (7)

where ladder operators satisfy anticommutation relations
{ci, c†j} = �i,j and {ci, cj} = {c†i , c

†
j} = 0. The conserved

charge is the fermion number Q =
P

j c
†
jcj . The Jordan-

Wigner transformation maps the model into the XX spin

chain. We are interested in the entanglement of a block
of ` consecutive sites in an infinite system. The reduced
density matrix is obtained from the ` ⇥ ` matrix CA =
hc†xcx0i formed by the correlations with x, x

0 2 A [52,
53]. Using standard algebra of Gaussian operators, the
charged moments Zn(↵) can be written as [20]

logZn(↵) = Tr log
⇥
(CA)

n
e
i↵ + (1� CA)

n
⇤
. (8)

We begin our study with the quench from the Néel
state |Ni =

QL/2
j=1 c

†
2j |0i (in spin language |Ni ⌘ | "#"#"

· · · i). We choose this initial state because it is the one
engineered in most of the experiments [16, 17] and it is
simple enough to allow full analytic computations, serv-
ing as a guidance for the general case. The correlation
function is (see e.g. [54])

C(t) =
�x,x0

2
+

(�1)x
0

2

Z ⇡

�⇡

dk

2⇡
e
ik(x�x0)+4it cos(k)

. (9)

For simplicity, we work with ` even. The calculation
of Zn(↵) in Eq. (8) with the correlation matrix above
can be performed in the space-time scaling limit, i.e.
t, ` ! 1 with finite ratio, and it proceeds in full anal-
ogy to the case ↵ = 0 presented in Ref. [41]. We ex-
pand the logarithm in Eq. (8) in powers of CA to rewrite
logZn(↵) as a series in Tr(CA)m. These moments have
been already calculated by multidimensional stationary
phase technique [41]. The resulting power series can be
summed up to obtain

Zn(↵) = e
i`↵

2
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2

2n�1

◆J
, (10)

where

J =

Z
dk

2⇡
min[2vkt, `], (11)

with vk = 2| sin k|. In Fig. 1 we compare this analytical
prediction with ab-initio computations, finding perfect
agreement.
The symmetry resolved moments for q = hQAi +�q,

with hQAi = `/2, are obtained plugging Eq. (10) into (5)
to get

Zn(q) = 2(1�n)J
Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡

⇣
cos

↵

2

⌘J
e
�i↵�q

. (12)

This integral can be evaluated analytically [55], but for
our aim it is convenient to use the saddle point method,
which holds for large J . We also assume |�q| / `. Since
the dependence on n in Eq. (12) is trivial, we focus on
Z1(q):

Z1(q) =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵

2⇡
e
`h(↵)

, h(↵) = �i↵
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the symmetry resolved entanglement entropies Sn(q) after a quench from the Néel state in the free
fermion model (7). The symbols are the exact numerical results for ` = 160 and various �q. The full line is our prediction
(18) with (16) that perfectly matches the numerical data. Notice the delay / �q that is well captured by our prediction. The
dashed line is the expansion for large ` and small �q while the dotted one is the same with logarithmic correction. In the
inset, we report the numerically calculated delays for ` = 240, obtained as the time when S1(q)/` = 0.007, and the analytic
prediction tD = ⇡|�q|/4.

QA =
R
A dx@x'. Indeed, the moments Zn(↵) are cor-

relations of composite twist fields Tn,↵ [20] of dimension

�n,↵ = 1
12 (n�

1
n )+

K
n

↵2

4⇡2 , withK related to the compact-
ification radius. Hence, the expectation value in the strip
is the same as the one for the total moments Zn(↵ = 0)
[38] with the change of the conformal dimension. Thus,
after the analytic continuation, we have

Zn(↵) = cn,↵

2
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with cn,↵ a normalisation constant. For large `/⌧0 and
t/⌧0, this simplifies to

logZn(↵) = logZn(0)�
K↵

2

4⇡n

min[2vt, `]

⌧0
. (24)

This result resembles free fermions ones (10) and (20)
with hQAi = 0 and with the di↵erence that there is a
single velocity v. As a consequence of this single velocity
and of the too simple dependence on ↵ and n in Eq. (24),
the symmetry resolved moments and entropies do not
show the time delay tD in Eq. (15) and the functional
form in t, ` is di↵erent. The conclusion is that while
CFT captures universal aspects of the charged entropy, it
expectedly fails to reproduce non-universal ones for the
symmetry resolved quantities such as the time delay tD.
Instead, the entanglement equipartition trivially follows
from the Gaussian form of Eq. (24).

The general quasiparticle interpretation. — In inte-
grable systems, the time evolution of the entanglement
entropy can be understood in terms of the quasiparticle
picture [38, 39], in which quasiparticle excitations of op-

posite momentum are produced in pairs at time t = 0
and then move ballistically through the system, spread-
ing entanglement and correlations. Assuming that the
contributions of pairs of quasiparticles of momentum ±k

to the charged entropy can be encoded in a single factor
fn,↵(k), it naturally follows that

logZn(↵) = ihQAi↵+

Z
dk

2⇡
fn,↵(k)min[2vkt, `], (25)

where vk is the velocity of the entangling quasiparticles
in the stationary state [39, 59], hQAi the conserved mean
charge within the subsystem, and the factor min[2vkt, `]
just comes from counting which pairs are shared between
A and Ā [38]. This form agrees and generalizes previous
results for free fermions (20) and CFTs (24). Eq. (25)
is written for a single species of quasiparticles, but the
generalization to multiple ones is straightforward, since
it just requires to sum over all of them, as for the total
entanglement [39].
Independently of the precise form of fn,↵(k), we can

infer the main general features of the symmetry resolved
entanglement from Eq. (25). The first one is the ex-
istence of the delay time tD: in the saddle point cal-
culation, tD is non-zero and proportional to |�q| if the
domain of the derivative wrt i↵ of the integral in the rhs
of Eq. (25) is finite for ↵ purely imaginary. The pre-
cise value of tD depends on the details of the function
fn,↵(k) and so on the specific quench. In the quasipar-
ticle picture, this delay can be physically understood as
the time needed to change the charge of an amount |�q|
within the subsystem A; e.g., having in mind a spin chain,
this is the time to turn |�q| spins by local spin flips. The
other general result is the e↵ective equipartition for small

Some general features in charge space: 

◉ Delay time tD ∝ |Δq|

3

The saddle point is

↵
⇤ = �2i arctanh

✓
2�q

J

◆
= i log

✓
J � 2�q

J + 2�q

◆
, (14)

that is purely imaginary only for J > 2|�q|, when we
can deform the contour of integration to pass through
↵
⇤ while staying in the region of analyticity of the in-

tegrand. Conversely for J < 2|�q|, ↵⇤ acquires a real
part that leads to a non-zero imaginary part of h(↵⇤)
making Z1(q) quickly oscillating in ` around 0, a value
to which it averages for all the relevant physics. This
is one of the main results of our Letter: the symmetry
resolved entanglement entropies start only after a delay
time tD which grows linearly with |�q|. In fact, the equa-
tion J (tD) = 2|�q| reads (as long as 2vM tD < ` self-
consistently and vM ⌘ max vk = 2)

4tD

Z ⇡

�⇡

dk

2⇡
| sin k| = 2|�q| ) tD = ⇡

|�q|
4

. (15)

Instead, for t > tD (i.e. J > 2|�q|), we have

Z1(q) ⇡ e
`h(↵⇤)

s
1

2⇡`|h00(↵⇤)| , (16)

that for large ` (i.e. large J ) is

logZ1(q) = �
✓
J
2

+ |�q|
◆
log

✓
1 +

2|�q|
J

◆

�
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J
2

� |�q|
◆
log

✓
1� 2|�q|

J

◆
. (17)

From Eq. (6), we can finally get the symmetry resolved
entropies as

Sn(q) = J log 2 + logZ1(q). (18)

All these results are also found taking the large ` limit of
the exact integral (10) [55], but the saddle point approach
remains valid when Zn(↵) is not as simple as Eq. (10).
Interestingly, Sn(q) does not depend on n. Plugging Eq.
(16) into the above, one obtains the curves reported as
full lines in Fig. 2 that perfectly match the numerical
data for ` = 160 and n = 1, 2. For |�q| ⌧ J we have

Sn(q) = J
✓
log 2� 2

⇣ |�q|
J

⌘2
◆
, (19)

reported as dashed lines in Fig. 2. The deviations ob-
served for small |�q| are due to the square root factor in
Eq. (16) that leads to a logarithmic correction to Sn(q),
negligible in the limit of large `. This correction has been
included in the dotted lines which match well the data as
one moves away from tD, to make J significantly larger
than |�q|. Eq. (19) is another main result: for small
|�q| there is an e↵ective equipartition of entanglement
[21] with violations of order (�q)2/`.

To understand what happens for a more general initial
state, we move to dimer state, i.e. a collection of neigh-
bor singlets |Di =

N
j [|"#i � |#"i]2j�1,2j . Following the

same logic as before, with the correlation function, e.g.,
in Ref. [56], one obtains after long, but simple, algebra

logZn(↵) = i`
↵

2
+

Z
dk

2⇡
hn,↵(nk)min[2vkt, `], (20)

with nk = 1+cos k
2 , i.e., the mode occupation of the sta-

tionary state, and

hn,↵(z) = Re
⇥
log

⇥
z
n
e
i↵
2 + (1� z)n e�i↵

2
⇤⇤

. (21)

The main di↵erence compared to the Néel quench is the
function hn,↵(nk) which is not constant. This modifica-
tion makes the computation of Zn(q) not feasible ana-
lytically. However, we can infer the validity of the two
main physical results, namely the presence of a time delay
tD / |�q| and the e↵ective equipartition for small |�q|.
Indeed, writing Zn(q) /

R
d↵e

`gn(↵), the saddle point
is given by g

0
n(↵

⇤) = 0 = �i�q + it
R

dk
2⇡ (@i↵hn,↵)2vk.

Now, for ↵ purely imaginary and arbitrary n, this last
integral is a monotonic decreasing function of i↵ going
from 4/⇡ at ↵ = �i1 to �4/⇡ at i1. Hence the saddle
point equation admits a purely imaginary solution only
for t > tD = |�q|⇡/4, which is the same delay time as
for the Néel state. It is straightforward to realize that
the delay time is the same for any nk in Eq. (20) as long
as nk 6= 0, 1 except in isolated points.
Finally, proving equipartition for small |�q| is easy.

It is enough to approximate Zn(↵) at Gaussian level as

Zn(↵) ' Zn(0)e�Jn↵
2

to get immediately

Sn(q) = Sn � �q
2

4(1� n)

⇢
1

Jn
� n

J1

�
, (22)

with Sn the total entropy. It is slightly more complicated
than Eq. (19), but physically equivalent.
Conformal field theory.— The CFT approach to

global quantum quenches has been developed in Refs.
[38, 57, 58]. The main idea is that the correlation func-
tions at time t, following a quantum quench from a low
entangled state | 0i, can be mapped to the path inte-
gral in a strip in Euclidean time of width 2⌧0 in which
the operators are inserted at ⌧ which must be analyti-
cally continued to ⌧ ! ⌧0 + it. The variable ⌧0 is an
appropriate extrapolation length which, in some sense
[57], measures the distance of the initial state from an
ideal conformally invariant boundary state, and hence
the results are valid only for times t and separations `
much larger than ⌧0. The total Rényi entanglement en-
tropies within this approach have been obtained [38] ex-
ploiting the fact that they are related to two-point cor-
relators of properly defined twist fields. The very same
ideas apply to the charged moments of a compact boson
' (which includes free fermions), with conserved charge

for free fermions

The time needed to change the 
charge of an amount |∆q| within A 

◉ c for small |Δq|
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The saddle point is

↵
⇤ = �2i arctanh

✓
2�q

J

◆
= i log

✓
J � 2�q

J + 2�q

◆
, (14)

that is purely imaginary only for J > 2|�q|, when we
can deform the contour of integration to pass through
↵
⇤ while staying in the region of analyticity of the in-

tegrand. Conversely for J < 2|�q|, ↵⇤ acquires a real
part that leads to a non-zero imaginary part of h(↵⇤)
making Z1(q) quickly oscillating in ` around 0, a value
to which it averages for all the relevant physics. This
is one of the main results of our Letter: the symmetry
resolved entanglement entropies start only after a delay
time tD which grows linearly with |�q|. In fact, the equa-
tion J (tD) = 2|�q| reads (as long as 2vM tD < ` self-
consistently and vM ⌘ max vk = 2)

4tD

Z ⇡

�⇡

dk

2⇡
| sin k| = 2|�q| ) tD = ⇡

|�q|
4

. (15)

Instead, for t > tD (i.e. J > 2|�q|), we have

Z1(q) ⇡ e
`h(↵⇤)

s
1

2⇡`|h00(↵⇤)| , (16)

that for large ` (i.e. large J ) is

logZ1(q) = �
✓
J
2

+ |�q|
◆
log

✓
1 +

2|�q|
J

◆

�
✓
J
2

� |�q|
◆
log

✓
1� 2|�q|

J

◆
. (17)

From Eq. (6), we can finally get the symmetry resolved
entropies as

Sn(q) = J log 2 + logZ1(q). (18)

All these results are also found taking the large ` limit of
the exact integral (10) [55], but the saddle point approach
remains valid when Zn(↵) is not as simple as Eq. (10).
Interestingly, Sn(q) does not depend on n. Plugging Eq.
(16) into the above, one obtains the curves reported as
full lines in Fig. 2 that perfectly match the numerical
data for ` = 160 and n = 1, 2. For |�q| ⌧ J we have

Sn(q) = J
✓
log 2� 2

⇣ |�q|
J

⌘2
◆
, (19)

reported as dashed lines in Fig. 2. The deviations ob-
served for small |�q| are due to the square root factor in
Eq. (16) that leads to a logarithmic correction to Sn(q),
negligible in the limit of large `. This correction has been
included in the dotted lines which match well the data as
one moves away from tD, to make J significantly larger
than |�q|. Eq. (19) is another main result: for small
|�q| there is an e↵ective equipartition of entanglement
[21] with violations of order (�q)2/`.

To understand what happens for a more general initial
state, we move to dimer state, i.e. a collection of neigh-
bor singlets |Di =

N
j [|"#i � |#"i]2j�1,2j . Following the

same logic as before, with the correlation function, e.g.,
in Ref. [56], one obtains after long, but simple, algebra

logZn(↵) = i`
↵

2
+

Z
dk

2⇡
hn,↵(nk)min[2vkt, `], (20)

with nk = 1+cos k
2 , i.e., the mode occupation of the sta-

tionary state, and

hn,↵(z) = Re
⇥
log

⇥
z
n
e
i↵
2 + (1� z)n e�i↵

2
⇤⇤

. (21)

The main di↵erence compared to the Néel quench is the
function hn,↵(nk) which is not constant. This modifica-
tion makes the computation of Zn(q) not feasible ana-
lytically. However, we can infer the validity of the two
main physical results, namely the presence of a time delay
tD / |�q| and the e↵ective equipartition for small |�q|.
Indeed, writing Zn(q) /

R
d↵e

`gn(↵), the saddle point
is given by g

0
n(↵

⇤) = 0 = �i�q + it
R

dk
2⇡ (@i↵hn,↵)2vk.

Now, for ↵ purely imaginary and arbitrary n, this last
integral is a monotonic decreasing function of i↵ going
from 4/⇡ at ↵ = �i1 to �4/⇡ at i1. Hence the saddle
point equation admits a purely imaginary solution only
for t > tD = |�q|⇡/4, which is the same delay time as
for the Néel state. It is straightforward to realize that
the delay time is the same for any nk in Eq. (20) as long
as nk 6= 0, 1 except in isolated points.
Finally, proving equipartition for small |�q| is easy.

It is enough to approximate Zn(↵) at Gaussian level as

Zn(↵) ' Zn(0)e�Jn↵
2

to get immediately

Sn(q) = Sn � �q
2

4(1� n)

⇢
1

Jn
� n

J1

�
, (22)

with Sn the total entropy. It is slightly more complicated
than Eq. (19), but physically equivalent.
Conformal field theory.— The CFT approach to

global quantum quenches has been developed in Refs.
[38, 57, 58]. The main idea is that the correlation func-
tions at time t, following a quantum quench from a low
entangled state | 0i, can be mapped to the path inte-
gral in a strip in Euclidean time of width 2⌧0 in which
the operators are inserted at ⌧ which must be analyti-
cally continued to ⌧ ! ⌧0 + it. The variable ⌧0 is an
appropriate extrapolation length which, in some sense
[57], measures the distance of the initial state from an
ideal conformally invariant boundary state, and hence
the results are valid only for times t and separations `
much larger than ⌧0. The total Rényi entanglement en-
tropies within this approach have been obtained [38] ex-
ploiting the fact that they are related to two-point cor-
relators of properly defined twist fields. The very same
ideas apply to the charged moments of a compact boson
' (which includes free fermions), with conserved charge
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scale associated to these terms, that is, the bare in-
verse decay rate. Other sources of dissipation can
in principle be introduced: as it will be clear below,
we expect their effects are not particularly interest-
ing for the sake of our treatment.

Such assumptions are ubiquitous in the context of syn-
thetic quantum systems, such as cold atoms in optical
lattices or tweezers, trapped ions, and arrays of super-
conducting qubits. Engineering initial states in product
state form (up to initialization errors) is of widespread
practice, as this can be typically carried out by manip-
ulating quantum states locally. The system dynamics is
often local and associated to continuous symmetries, such
as particle number or magnetization conservation. Dis-
sipation is generically violating conservation laws asso-
ciated to the latter quantities: examples include particle
loss in cold atom Hubbard models, and fully depolarizing
noise and spin relaxation in trapped ions and supercon-
ducting circuit architectures.

Most of the present experimental settings are able to
access parameter regimes where dissipation is weaker
than the coherent dynamics, with the ratio �/J ranging
10�1

/10�3. We will focus explicitly on this parameter re-
gime, and consider dissipation as a perturbation on the
top of the coherent dynamics.

Under these assumptions, one can identify three times-
cales two intrinsic and one typical of the subsystem The
first one tJ = 1/J is associated to coherent local dy-
namics. The second one t2 = 1/� is instead related to
a timescale after which (on average) all sites within the
partition have undergone a quantum jump. The last one,
typical of the subsystem A, t1 = 1/(VA�) is related to
the timescale required to observe a single quantum jump
within A?. For times t � t2, ⇢A will be completely
mix, including in its symmetry-resolved sectors. For re-
gimes where � � J , the system dynamics is dominated
by incoherent processes. The optimal regime to observe
competition between coherent and incoherent dynamics
is thus VA� > J > �, and is the one we will consider be-
low. We remark that this is a rather generic situation for
quantum simulators of many-body systems, where one
tries to realize dynamics that are as-coherent as possible
(J > �) for large number of degrees of freedom (VA � 1).

We emphasize there the presence of three dynamical
regimes of entropy scaling stems from purely geometrical
considerations: while coherent dynamics is acting solely
at the boundary, incoherent processes are instead present
over the entire volume of the partition one is interested in.
As such, the short-time evolution of symmetry-resolved
density matrices will be dictated by this competition, and
is expected to be largely insensitive to other characterist-
ics, including the partition geometry and topology, and
(to a weaker extent) the initial state. The theoretical
apparatus discussed in the next section can be made to
incorporate such generic features. We nevertheless opted
to focus on a simple, yet paradigmatic example, and defer
the demonstration of generality of SR dynamical purific-
ation to the numerical experiments discussed in Sec. IV.

1. An explicit example: hard-core Bose-Hubbard model in

2D

For the sake of clarity and to make connections to the
numerical experiments below direct, we start by focus-
ing on a specific instance, and return to the general case
at the end of the subsection. We consider a model of
hard-core bosons hopping on an infinite 2D square lat-
tice, described by the Hamiltonian:

H = J

X

<i,j>

(b†i bj + h.c.) (14)

where bi (b†i ) is the bosonic annihilation (creation) oper-
ator at site i. The Hamiltonian dynamics conserves the
total number of bosons, and is thus U(1) invariant. The
system time-evolution is describe by a master equation:

@t⇢ = � i

~ [H, ⇢]+
X

j

�


bj⇢b

†
j + b

†
j⇢bj � 1

2
{bjb†j + nj , ⇢}

�

(15)
where the second term describes single particle loss and
gain processes with decay rate �. The full dynamics is
schematically depicted in Fig. 2a. While we will keep
generality in the theory part with respect to the possible
dissipation mechanisms, in the numerical examples be-
low, we will only consider loss terms, as those are more
readily accessible experimentally.

We investigate the dynamics starting from a charge-
density wave (CDW), with alternating filled (blue) and
empty (grey) sites (see Fig.2b). Within this state, we
consider the reduced density matrix ⇢A corresponding to
a rectangular partition A of size Lx ⇥ Ly. We denote as
Q =

P
i,j2A nj � LxLy

2 the number of bosons in the parti-
tion below half-filling. Note that, while the full time evol-
ution breaks U(1) invariance, the reduced density matrix
⇢A preserves its block-diagonal form: this is more con-
veniently seen when interpreting Eq. 15 as a collection
of quantum trajectories, each corresponding to the solu-
tion of a stochastic Schrödinger equation. Within each
trajectory, the total number of particles at each time t is
well defined: a single quantum jump only changes that
value by an integer value. Following the previous subsec-
tion, we denote such symmetry-resolved reduced density
matrices as ⇢A(q), and express our quantities in ~ = 1
units.

We are interested in short time evolution, where dissip-
ation and coherent dynamics strongly compete. Specific-
ally, we focus on timescales accessible within perturba-
tion theory, that is, J2

t
2
, t� ⌧ 1. We focus on the q = �1

sector of the RDM, that is, the one where the number of
bosons in the partition is decreased by 1 with respect to
half-filling. At short times, this is the most populated
sector that does contribute to the initial state. We will

- Both dynamics leads to entropy growth (entanglement and total)
- The total entropy grows, purity reduces 
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Figure 3. Dynamical purification and symmetry-resolved en-
tanglement for one-dimensional XX spin models. We choose
a system with N = 8, initialized in a Néel state |"#i⌦N/2 and
evolved with HXX subject to particle loss with rate � (see
main text). We take A = [1, 2, 3, 4] and B = [5, 6, 7, 8]. In
panels (a,c), the SR purity of subsystem A is shown. Black
dashed lines are predictions from early-time perturbation the-
ory. In panels (b,d), the normalized SR negativity N (q̃) is
shown for various imbalance sectors q̃ (b) and decoherence
rates � (d). The inset shows the early time value N (�1)|t=0+

as function of �/J . Gray lines are results from perturbation
theory, Eqs. (B3) and (30), respectively.

with Hamiltonian

HXX = J

N�1X

i=1

�
+
i �

�
i+1 + c.c. (31)

subject to spin excitation loss with rate �, modeled via
the jump operators p

��
�
i for i = 1, . . . , N . We initial-

ize the system with N = 8 sites, divided into subsys-
tems A = [1, 2, 3, 4] and B = [5, 6, 7, 8], in the Néel state
| 0i = |"#i⌦N/2 with total magnization Sz =

PN
i=1 �

z
i =

0. While the total magnetization is conserved by the
Hamiltonian part of the dynamics HXX , the incoherent
spin excitation loss leads to a population of various sec-
tors.

In Fig. 4 a), we display the symmetry resolved pur-
ity of the subsystem A with NA = 4 sites for various
sectors q. Clearly, the sector q = 1 exhibits dynamical
purification at times Jt ⇡ 1 which is absent in the sec-
tor q = 0 and also for the purity tr

⇥
⇢
2
A

⇤
of the total

density matrix ⇢A. As predicted by perturbation theory
[Eq. (20)], purification is pronounced most strongly for
weak decoherence (see Fig. 4b). While the initial values
PA(1)|t=0+ = 2/NA is independent of �, the peak of the
purity is approaching the value of the purity for unitary
dynamics. On the contrary, for � & J , the dynamics is
dominated by decoherence, and purification is absent.

In Fig. 3 (c-d), we show the SR negativity N (q̃) associ-
ated with the partially transpose density matrix ⇢

TA . We
observe that SR entanglement between A and B is dom-

inated by the magnetization imbalance sector q̃ = �1 sec-
tor. The magnitude of the negativity of sector q̃ is much
larger than the total system negativity. In addition, as
shown in the inset, the early time value at Jt = 0+ is
decreasing as ⇠ 1/� with increasing decoherence rate �,
as predicted by perturbation theory [Eq.(30)].

Experimental setups. - The dynamics discussed in
this subsection is relevant for a variety of setups. In
the next section, we will discuss and demonstrate im-
plementation with trapped ions in Paul traps. Another
natural setting is Rydberg atoms in optical tweezers or
optical lattices. Within those, the dipolar version of the
XY Hamiltonian in Eq. (31) is naturally realized when
considering direct dipole-dipole interactions within the
Rydberg manifold (for a many-body demonstration, see
Ref.[Barredo]). Spin excitation losses occur naturally,
and can be further enhanced via incoherently coupling
the two Rydberg states. A very similar scenario (dipolar
couplings) is also realized with superconducting qubits in
3D cavities, and with polar molecules or magnetic atoms
in optical lattices.

B. Fermionic systems in 1D and 2D

We now provide numerical evidences of the physics de-
scribed in the previous sections also using free fermionic
techniques 41,42. The latter allow us to consider larger
system sizes and two-dimensional geometries. Most im-
portantly, it allows us to check systematically specific fea-
tures of our predictions, such as the dependence on the
partition size, dimensionality, and topology of the parti-
tion (e.g.: in 1D, we will consider explicitly disconnected
partitions).

In free fermionic theories, one can compute the
charged-moments (Eq. 7) via the two-point fermionic cor-
relation matrix Cij = hc†i cji and its evolution according
to Ref. 43. We consider a tight-binding model described
by the following Hamiltonian:

H = �J

X

hi,ji

c
†
i cj � 2µ

X

j

✓
c
†
jcj � 1

2

◆
(32)

The first sum runs over the nearest neighbours, c†i , ci are
fermionic creation/annihilation operators, J is the hop-
ping (that we set to unity below, J = 1) and µ is the
chemical potential (µ = 0 unless stated otherwise). We
consider both 1D and 2D square lattice cases, checking
numerically the analytical predictions in the previous sec-
tions. In 1D, the tight-binding model is mapped to the
XX Hamiltonian (31) by a Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion.

We start from a charge-density-wave (half-filling), and
let it evolve according to a GKSL master equation mas-
ter with jump operator lj = �cj . At each time t one can
compute Zn(↵) from Cij and the corresponding entrop-
ies.

3

Figure 1. Evolution of symmetry-resolved entropies in NISQ devices. Panel a,b): sketch of the models discussed in the main
text. a): free fermions on a square lattice, with tunneling matrix element J and one-body loss rate �. b): spin-1/2 chains
with long-range XY exchange interactions, and single site spin relaxation rate �. In both cases, the grey areas represent the
geometries of the A bipartition of linear length ` considered below. Panel b): time evolution of the symmetry resolved purity
in the sector q = 1, Tr[⇢2A,1] = PA(1), in NISQ devices undergoing three distinct regimes (see text). The purity initially
increases as a function of time, signalling dynamical purification (gray dot). Panel d,e): time evolution of the symmetry-
resolved purity normalized by the partition volume, correspondent to a quantum quench from a charge-density-wave state, and
with the dynamics described in panel a,b), respectively. At short times, decoherences induces a universal scaling behavior, that
corresponds to a log-volume entropy scaling, and a purity scaling with inverse of the partition volume. Panel f): symmetry-
resolved purity for a long-range XY spin chain of L = 10 sites, with ` = 4. The lines represent theoretical simulations,
with (solid) and without (dashed) decoherence. Dynamical purification is only present in the first case. Circles represent
experimentally reconstructed data from for the symmetry-resolved purity in the trapped ion experiment of Ref.17. The sectors
with q = ±1 display dynamical purification, in agreement with theory. AE: Could one add text in panel d), e), saying e.g.
1D, 2D, respectively? or visual connections to a),b)? At the moment one needs to read the caption very carefully to find out.
[adding arrows is not optimal graphics-wise. We can add ’1D’ ’2D’ labels.]

The definition of the symmetry resolved Rényi entropies
(SRREs) follows now straightforwardly,

S
(n)
A (q) ⌘ 1

1 � n
log Tr{⇢A(q)n} . (6)

The calculation of Tr{⇢A(q)n} in Eq. 5 requires the
knowledge of the spectral resolution in QA of ⇢A. As
pointed out in Refs. 23 and 67, for some of the com-
putations below, it will be more convenient to study the
charged moments Zn(↵),

Zn(↵) ⌘ Tr
�
⇢
n
Ae

i↵QA
 
, (7)

since those do not directly require spectral resolution to
start with. The charged moments have been calculated
in several cases23–27,67–77. Starting from the computation
of Zn(↵), it is possible to obtain Tr{⇢nA⇧q} through a
Fourier transform:

Tr{⇢nA⇧q} =

Z ⇡

�⇡

d↵
2⇡

Zn(↵)e
�i↵q

. (8)

We will exploit this last route in the fermionic simulations
in Sec. IV.

Recent studies have discussed the basic proper-
ties of these symmetry-resolved contributions both in-
23–26,67,69–76 and out-of-equilibrium27,68 and in presence
of disorder77. In basically all considered cases, it has
been shown that SRRE of large subsystems exhibits en-
tanglement equipartition (namely all SRRE are equal)
for the most relevant and populated symmetry sectors.
The value of q for which there is a sizeable breakdown
of equipartition depends on the physical circumstances.
The non equilibrium dynamics of SRRE has been con-
sidered only for isolated systems, both after a local27 and
a global68 quantum quench, with remarkable results such
as the presence of a universal time delay for the activa-
tion of a given sector68. However, the investigation about
SRRE is far from complete and the characterization of
its behaviour in the presence of dissipation still remains
an open question.

Analysis of experimental results:

Some sectors purifies at 
intermediate times

A general phenomenon that can 
be easily shown in perturbation 
theory in γ

V. Vitale, A. Elben, R. Kueng, A. Neven, J. Carrasco, B. Kraus, P. Zoller,  P. Calabrese, B. Vermersch, and M. Dalmonte,  ArXiv:2101.07814 
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�SA = S(⇢A,Q)� S(⇢A)

Entanglement asymmetry: a probe of symmetry breaking
F. Ares,  S.Murciano P. Calabrese,,  ArXiv:2207.14693 

<latexit sha1_base64="D71zv68m35rT/Ksc4jRaqgWXICc=">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</latexit>(
� 0;

0 () ⇢A = ⇢A,Q

<latexit sha1_base64="pRoxFBgSasc7n+8NpZmksjry3N8=">AAACBHicdVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxVbwICEJbW0PQtWLxwpWC20oL+tTlybZuLsRSujVv+BV797Eq//Dq7/Eba2gonMaZt7w3psgCbnSjvNmTU3PzM7N5xbyi0vLK6uFtfUzJVLJsMVEKGQ7AIUhj7GluQ6xnUiEKAjxPOgfjfzzW5SKi/hUDxL0I7iK+SVnoI3kl7ryWvSyg92T4X6pVyg6tuPVKmWPOrZXcepu3ZCK49arZerazhhFMkGzV3jvXgiWRhhrFoJSHSgnkKDcdd1E+1kgRH+Y76YKE2B9uMKOoTFEqPxsfPmQbqcKtKAmQ3lIxyJ+T2QQKTWIAjMZgb5Wv72R+JfXSfVlzc94nKQaYzZapHmI40WKSW4qQXrBJWoNo/OR8pgykKA1Sk6BMSOmpqO8KeXrc/o/OfNst2qXT7xi43BST45ski2yQ1yyRxrkmDRJizByQ+7JA3m07qwn69l6+RydsiaZDfID1usH5s6Xzg==</latexit>⇢A,Q =

Entanglement asymmetry:



<latexit sha1_base64="pRoxFBgSasc7n+8NpZmksjry3N8=">AAACBHicdVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxVbwICEJbW0PQtWLxwpWC20oL+tTlybZuLsRSujVv+BV797Eq//Dq7/Eba2gonMaZt7w3psgCbnSjvNmTU3PzM7N5xbyi0vLK6uFtfUzJVLJsMVEKGQ7AIUhj7GluQ6xnUiEKAjxPOgfjfzzW5SKi/hUDxL0I7iK+SVnoI3kl7ryWvSyg92T4X6pVyg6tuPVKmWPOrZXcepu3ZCK49arZerazhhFMkGzV3jvXgiWRhhrFoJSHSgnkKDcdd1E+1kgRH+Y76YKE2B9uMKOoTFEqPxsfPmQbqcKtKAmQ3lIxyJ+T2QQKTWIAjMZgb5Wv72R+JfXSfVlzc94nKQaYzZapHmI40WKSW4qQXrBJWoNo/OR8pgykKA1Sk6BMSOmpqO8KeXrc/o/OfNst2qXT7xi43BST45ski2yQ1yyRxrkmDRJizByQ+7JA3m07qwn69l6+RydsiaZDfID1usH5s6Xzg==</latexit>⇢A,Q =<latexit sha1_base64="iZgBjQASOtP0ngeddK8uaERrLLg=">AAACAnicdVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSp4kJCEttqDUPXiUcHWQlrKy/palybZsLsRJPTmX/Cqd2/i1T/i1V/iplZQ0TkNM294702QhFxpx3mzpqZnZufmCwvFxaXlldXS2npLiVQybDIRCtkOQGHIY2xqrkNsJxIhCkK8DIYnuX95g1JxEV/o2wS7EQxi3ucMtJH87Y68Fr3saHS43SuVHdvxDqoVjzq2V3Xqbt2QquPWaxXq2s4YZTLBWa/03rkSLI0w1iwEpXyoJJCg3HPdRHezQIjhqNhJFSbAhjBA39AYIlTdbHz3iO6kCrSgJkN5SMcifk9kECl1GwVmMgJ9rX57ufiX56e6f9DNeJykGmOWL9I8xPEixSQ3hSC94hK1hvx8pDymDCRojZJTYMyIqWmoaEr5+pz+T1qe7dbsyrlXbhxP6imQTbJFdolL9kmDnJIz0iSMCHJPHsijdWc9Wc/Wy+folDXJbJAfsF4/AM/+lz0=</latexit>⇢A =

<latexit sha1_base64="j8YYw/MHYsZnp/WDc4ElGQfTXlg=">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</latexit>

�S(n)
A =

1

1� n

⇥
log Tr(⇢nA,Q)� log Tr(⇢nA)

⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="1fqnUi5NpOiQGVgIKdm+1zWcKUc=">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</latexit>

Zn(↵) = Tr
hQn

j=1 ⇢Ae
i↵j,j+1QA

i

<latexit sha1_base64="ytt72CnIWOijF7Zv/Cyh24AZJ7c=">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</latexit>

Tr(⇢nA,Q) =
R ⇡
�⇡

d↵1...d↵n
(2⇡)n Zn(↵)

Replica trick for asymmetry

In terms of the generalized charged moments

F. Ares,  S.Murciano P. Calabrese,  ArXiv:2207.14693 



Ferromagnet 
<latexit sha1_base64="QJp+WldFicS4zM6QZj6Rb0W0CkA=">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</latexit>

Q = 1
2

P
j �

z
j<latexit sha1_base64="tBclCScvqlYhDoRWOE5ItYOfBko=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqjvdBKvgQsqMio+FILpxWcFqoVPKnfS2hmaSIckIpRb8CX/Bre7diVs/wK1fYlor+Dyrwzn35OaeKBHcWN9/9TIjo2PjE9nJ3NT0zOxcfn7h3KhUMywzJZSuRGBQcIlly63ASqIR4kjgRdQ+7vsXV6gNV/LMdhKsxdCSvMkZWCfV80uhVFw2UFq6eh2WDKehBtkSeLBazxf8or+/52/t098kKPoDFMgQpXr+LWwolsbuMSbAmCpsJ5Cg3giCxNa6kVLtXi5MDSbA2tDCqqMSYjS17uCQHl1LDVhFXYZyQQcifk10ITamE0duMgZ7aX56ffEvr5ra5l6ty2WSWpSsv8hygYNFhmnuGkLa4Bqthf73kXJJGWiwFjWnwJgTU1dZzpXyeTn9n5xvFoOd4vbpZuHwaFhPliyTFbJOArJLDskJKZEyYeSG3JF78uDdeo/ek/f8MZrxhplF8g3eyzvHhZ2q</latexit>

| i =
<latexit sha1_base64="7S5qZSMgxRZhOIcWQqD1GiVJhKE=">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</latexit>

[| ih |, Q] = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="y3QsfE7PpjZDOv+gFx36xY97vXM=">AAACBXicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZCCYeDNlFonAwwcfBI0YREkDSO7Y6YfaRmV4TsuHsL3jVuzfj1e/w6pe4ICY+61Sp6kp3lxsqaci2X62x8YnJqenUTHp2bn5hMbO0fGaCSAusiUAFuuGCQSV9rJEkhY1QI3iuwrrbPRj49RvURgb+KfVCbHtw5ctLKYAS6TzXOkRFwE86e7t2rpPJ2nm7XLK3yvw3cfL2EFk2QrWTeWtdBCLy0CehwJgmFEMIUW86Tkjt2A2Cbj/digyGILpwhc2E+uChacfD0/t8PTJAAU8yXCo+FPFrIgbPmJ7nJpMe0LX56Q3Ev7xmRJeldiz9MCL0xWARSYXDRUZomXSC/EJqJILB+cilzwVoIEItOQiRiFFSUjop5fNz/j85K+Sd7XzxuJCt7I/qSbFVtsY2mMN2WIUdsSqrMcE0u2P37MG6tR6tJ+v5Y3TMGmVW2DdYL+/W35e2</latexit>

�SA = 0

A case study
F. Ares,  S.Murciano P. Calabrese,  ArXiv:2207.14693 



Tilted Ferromagnet 
<latexit sha1_base64="QJp+WldFicS4zM6QZj6Rb0W0CkA=">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</latexit>

Q = 1
2

P
j �

z
j

<latexit sha1_base64="FesBa3sieGSakONfKbY4S4Hdjcw=">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</latexit>

[| ih |, Q] 6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="Gy6VhU2hZl9h5RBxIjHYG8ncudw=">AAACC3icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIph4MGRXjeINHwePGkVIgJDeocUJs7PrTK+RED/BX/Cqd2/Gqx/h1S9xQUx81qlS1ZXuLj9S0pLrvjqpkdGx8Yn0ZGZqemZ2Lju/cGbD2Agsi1CFpuqDRSU1lkmSwmpkEAJfYcXv7Pf9yhUaK0N9St0IGwG0tTyXAiiRmtmFfP0AFQE/ae7WNV5yN9/M5tyCu1N0N3b4b+IV3AFybIijZvat3gpFHKAmocDaGmxGEKFZ87yIGj0/DDs3mXpsMQLRgTbWEqohQNvoDR644SuxBQp5kuFS8YGIXxM9CKztBn4yGQBd2J9eX/zLq8V0Xmz0pI5iQi36i0gqHCyywsikGeQtaZAI+ucjl5oLMECERnIQIhHjpKpMUsrn5/x/crZe8LYKm8frudLesJ40W2LLbJV5bJuV2CE7YmUm2DW7Y/fswbl1Hp0n5/ljNOUMM4vsG5yXd10MmZI=</latexit>

�SA 6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="tBclCScvqlYhDoRWOE5ItYOfBko=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqjvdBKvgQsqMio+FILpxWcFqoVPKnfS2hmaSIckIpRb8CX/Bre7diVs/wK1fYlor+Dyrwzn35OaeKBHcWN9/9TIjo2PjE9nJ3NT0zOxcfn7h3KhUMywzJZSuRGBQcIlly63ASqIR4kjgRdQ+7vsXV6gNV/LMdhKsxdCSvMkZWCfV80uhVFw2UFq6eh2WDKehBtkSeLBazxf8or+/52/t098kKPoDFMgQpXr+LWwolsbuMSbAmCpsJ5Cg3giCxNa6kVLtXi5MDSbA2tDCqqMSYjS17uCQHl1LDVhFXYZyQQcifk10ITamE0duMgZ7aX56ffEvr5ra5l6ty2WSWpSsv8hygYNFhmnuGkLa4Bqthf73kXJJGWiwFjWnwJgTU1dZzpXyeTn9n5xvFoOd4vbpZuHwaFhPliyTFbJOArJLDskJKZEyYeSG3JF78uDdeo/ek/f8MZrxhplF8g3eyzvHhZ2q</latexit>

| i =

<latexit sha1_base64="diDjWZSgDRX6of3Q1p07fu3jkYQ=">AAACC3icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPHqZiCYeDNlFo3IjevGIiYAJENI7tDphd2Yz02skxE/wF7zq3Zvx6kd49UscEBOfdapUdU1PV5hE0pLvv3oTk1PTM7OZuez8wuLScm4lX7c6NQJrQkfanIVgMZIKayQpwrPEIMRhhI2wdzT0G1dorNTqlPoJtmO4UPJcCiAndXL5ltJSdVER32jRJRJsdHIFv+iXD/ydMv9NgqI/QoGNUe3k3lpdLdLYPSIisLYJuwkkaLaDIKH2INS6d5NtpRYTED24wKajCmK07cHogBu+mVogzV2Gy4iPRPyaGEBsbT8O3WQMdGl/ekPxL6+Z0vlBeyBVkhIqMVxEMsLRIiuMdM0g70qDRDD8PnKpuAADRGgkByGcmLqqsq6Uz8v5/6ReKgZ7xd2TUqFyOK4nw9bYOttiAdtnFXbMqqzGBLtmd+yePXi33qP35D1/jE5448wq+wbv5R0A5pqW</latexit>

✓

A case study

0 ⇡/2 ⇡0
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n = 2
n ! 1



<latexit sha1_base64="FesBa3sieGSakONfKbY4S4Hdjcw=">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</latexit>

[| ih |, Q] 6= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="zBHAmOUt61/OpZ5lsN1atNWTwqk=">AAACHHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgQcKuBo0HIejFo4LRQBJC76QTh+zOLDO9goR8ieBJ/8SbeBX8Ec9OYgSfdSqqq6Z7Kkwiacn3X73MxOTU9Ex2Njc3v7C4lF9eubA6NQKrQkfa1EKwGEmFVZIUYS0xCHEY4WXYOx7OL6/RWKnVOd0k2Iyhq2RHCiAntfJLDaWlaqMivkGH/kYrX/CL/kHZ3z3gv0lQ9EcosDFOW/m3RluLNHYviAisrUMpgQTNdhAk1OyHWvcGuUZqMQHRgy7WHVUQo232R9cP+GZqgTR3GS4jPhLxa6IPsbU3ceicMdCV/TYLDfSQBj/9Q+Nf/npKnXKzL1WSEioxXE4ywtFyK4x0VSFvS4NEMPwScqm4AANEaCQHIZyYuu5yrqjPNvj/5GKnGOwVS2c7hcrRuLIsW2PrbIsFbJ9V2Ak7ZVUmWMpu2T178O68R+/Je/6wZrxxZpV9g/fyDhaHoU8=</latexit>

t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="tBclCScvqlYhDoRWOE5ItYOfBko=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqjvdBKvgQsqMio+FILpxWcFqoVPKnfS2hmaSIckIpRb8CX/Bre7diVs/wK1fYlor+Dyrwzn35OaeKBHcWN9/9TIjo2PjE9nJ3NT0zOxcfn7h3KhUMywzJZSuRGBQcIlly63ASqIR4kjgRdQ+7vsXV6gNV/LMdhKsxdCSvMkZWCfV80uhVFw2UFq6eh2WDKehBtkSeLBazxf8or+/52/t098kKPoDFMgQpXr+LWwolsbuMSbAmCpsJ5Cg3giCxNa6kVLtXi5MDSbA2tDCqqMSYjS17uCQHl1LDVhFXYZyQQcifk10ITamE0duMgZ7aX56ffEvr5ra5l6ty2WSWpSsv8hygYNFhmnuGkLa4Bqthf73kXJJGWiwFjWnwJgTU1dZzpXyeTn9n5xvFoOd4vbpZuHwaFhPliyTFbJOArJLDskJKZEyYeSG3JF78uDdeo/ek/f8MZrxhplF8g3eyzvHhZ2q</latexit>

| i =

<latexit sha1_base64="diDjWZSgDRX6of3Q1p07fu3jkYQ=">AAACC3icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPHqZiCYeDNlFo3IjevGIiYAJENI7tDphd2Yz02skxE/wF7zq3Zvx6kd49UscEBOfdapUdU1PV5hE0pLvv3oTk1PTM7OZuez8wuLScm4lX7c6NQJrQkfanIVgMZIKayQpwrPEIMRhhI2wdzT0G1dorNTqlPoJtmO4UPJcCiAndXL5ltJSdVER32jRJRJsdHIFv+iXD/ydMv9NgqI/QoGNUe3k3lpdLdLYPSIisLYJuwkkaLaDIKH2INS6d5NtpRYTED24wKajCmK07cHogBu+mVogzV2Gy4iPRPyaGEBsbT8O3WQMdGl/ekPxL6+Z0vlBeyBVkhIqMVxEMsLRIiuMdM0g70qDRDD8PnKpuAADRGgkByGcmLqqsq6Uz8v5/6ReKgZ7xd2TUqFyOK4nw9bYOttiAdtnFXbMqqzGBLtmd+yePXi33qP35D1/jE5448wq+wbv5R0A5pqW</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="MjSjGiCSAffufjluc9P3Zem5Q4k=">AAACHHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgQcKuBo0XCXrxqGA0kITQO+nEIbszy0yvICFfInjSP/EmXgV/xLOTGMFnnYrqqumeCpNIWvL9Vy8zMTk1PZOdzc3NLywu5ZdXLqxOjcCq0JE2tRAsRlJhlSRFWEsMQhxGeBn2jofzy2s0Vmp1TjcJNmPoKtmRAshJrfxSQ2mp2qiIb9Chv9HKF/yif1D2dw/4bxIU/REKbIzTVv6t0dYijd0LIgJr61BKIEGzHQQJNfuh1r1BrpFaTED0oIt1RxXEaJv90fUDvplaIM1dhsuIj0T8muhDbO1NHDpnDHRlv81CAz2kwU//0PiXv55Sp9zsS5WkhEoMl5OMcLTcCiNdVcjb0iARDL+EXCouwAARGslBCCemrrucK+qzDf4/udgpBnvF0tlOoXI0rizL1tg622IB22cVdsJOWZUJlrJbds8evDvv0Xvynj+sGW+cWWXf4L28AxgxoVA=</latexit>

t > 0

<latexit sha1_base64="TyqdRRG5ywSXHBjT7R1LFvWqISA=">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</latexit>

| (t)i = e�itH | (0)i
<latexit sha1_base64="VvH5nWcjlQ6PwE0MeXZq7oLLOVU=">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</latexit>
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A case study: asymmetry after a quench

<latexit sha1_base64="eF5fKwjPQ76sgBV7OmRNZGVDxaE=">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</latexit>

Zn(↵, t) = Zn(0, t)e
`(A(↵)+B(↵,⇣))

<latexit sha1_base64="/t7ylzER+5kGNwX96nfjwRMY5qs=">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</latexit>

B(↵, ⇣) = �
R 2⇡
0

dk
2⇡min(2⇣|✏0(k)|, 1) log

Qn
j=1 f(e

i�k ,↵j,j+1)

<latexit sha1_base64="3zepmKRY7+hfRhYJTrvddQN8heU=">AAACYHicdVDLahsxFJWnL9d9xGl37UbUKTg0mBk3NMkiENpNlynUScAy5o58xxbWSEK60xAGf2I/oNv8QrcpVH4U+spZHc6DK53caRUoTb81kjt3791/0HzYevT4ydOt9vazs2ArL3Egrbb+IoeAWhkckCKNF84jlLnG83z+Yemff0EflDWf6crhqISpUYWSQFEat6eXimZ8hxddoWNrAnsCtJvB7rHaCFwEZYTGgrqi8CDrdWBR9xfCq+mMdt8IacM6wW+J7IzbnbSXHh2mb4/4vyTrpSt02Aan4/a1mFhZlWhIaghhCPsOHPq9LHM0qnNr54uWqAI6kHOY4jBSAyWGUb1aZcFfVwHI8tjhSvOViL83aihDuCrzmCyBZuFvbyn+zxtWVByOamVcRWjk8hApjatDQXoV50Y+UR6JYPl85MpwCR6I0CsOUkaxivu34ii/fs5vJ2f9Xvaut/+p3zl5v5mnyV6yV6zLMnbATthHdsoGTLKv7Du7YT8a10kz2Uq219Gksek8Z38gefETzAy5Tg==</latexit>

with f(�,↵) = i� sin
�
↵
2

�
+ cos

�
↵
2

�

<latexit sha1_base64="CLy0XbLwkSEz3uJ7uWRDhsdnFcs=">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</latexit>

B(↵, ⇣) ! �A(↵) as ⇣ ⌘ t/` ! 1

A lot of algebra!

F. Ares,  S.Murciano P. Calabrese,  ArXiv:2207.14693 



<latexit sha1_base64="FesBa3sieGSakONfKbY4S4Hdjcw=">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</latexit>

[| ih |, Q] 6= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="zBHAmOUt61/OpZ5lsN1atNWTwqk=">AAACHHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgQcKuBo0HIejFo4LRQBJC76QTh+zOLDO9goR8ieBJ/8SbeBX8Ec9OYgSfdSqqq6Z7Kkwiacn3X73MxOTU9Ex2Njc3v7C4lF9eubA6NQKrQkfa1EKwGEmFVZIUYS0xCHEY4WXYOx7OL6/RWKnVOd0k2Iyhq2RHCiAntfJLDaWlaqMivkGH/kYrX/CL/kHZ3z3gv0lQ9EcosDFOW/m3RluLNHYviAisrUMpgQTNdhAk1OyHWvcGuUZqMQHRgy7WHVUQo232R9cP+GZqgTR3GS4jPhLxa6IPsbU3ceicMdCV/TYLDfSQBj/9Q+Nf/npKnXKzL1WSEioxXE4ywtFyK4x0VSFvS4NEMPwScqm4AANEaCQHIZyYuu5yrqjPNvj/5GKnGOwVS2c7hcrRuLIsW2PrbIsFbJ9V2Ak7ZVUmWMpu2T178O68R+/Je/6wZrxxZpV9g/fyDhaHoU8=</latexit>

t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="tBclCScvqlYhDoRWOE5ItYOfBko=">AAACE3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqjvdBKvgQsqMio+FILpxWcFqoVPKnfS2hmaSIckIpRb8CX/Bre7diVs/wK1fYlor+Dyrwzn35OaeKBHcWN9/9TIjo2PjE9nJ3NT0zOxcfn7h3KhUMywzJZSuRGBQcIlly63ASqIR4kjgRdQ+7vsXV6gNV/LMdhKsxdCSvMkZWCfV80uhVFw2UFq6eh2WDKehBtkSeLBazxf8or+/52/t098kKPoDFMgQpXr+LWwolsbuMSbAmCpsJ5Cg3giCxNa6kVLtXi5MDSbA2tDCqqMSYjS17uCQHl1LDVhFXYZyQQcifk10ITamE0duMgZ7aX56ffEvr5ra5l6ty2WSWpSsv8hygYNFhmnuGkLa4Bqthf73kXJJGWiwFjWnwJgTU1dZzpXyeTn9n5xvFoOd4vbpZuHwaFhPliyTFbJOArJLDskJKZEyYeSG3JF78uDdeo/ek/f8MZrxhplF8g3eyzvHhZ2q</latexit>

| i =

<latexit sha1_base64="diDjWZSgDRX6of3Q1p07fu3jkYQ=">AAACC3icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPHqZiCYeDNlFo3IjevGIiYAJENI7tDphd2Yz02skxE/wF7zq3Zvx6kd49UscEBOfdapUdU1PV5hE0pLvv3oTk1PTM7OZuez8wuLScm4lX7c6NQJrQkfanIVgMZIKayQpwrPEIMRhhI2wdzT0G1dorNTqlPoJtmO4UPJcCiAndXL5ltJSdVER32jRJRJsdHIFv+iXD/ydMv9NgqI/QoGNUe3k3lpdLdLYPSIisLYJuwkkaLaDIKH2INS6d5NtpRYTED24wKajCmK07cHogBu+mVogzV2Gy4iPRPyaGEBsbT8O3WQMdGl/ekPxL6+Z0vlBeyBVkhIqMVxEMsLRIiuMdM0g70qDRDD8PnKpuAADRGgkByGcmLqqsq6Uz8v5/6ReKgZ7xd2TUqFyOK4nw9bYOttiAdtnFXbMqqzGBLtmd+yePXi33qP35D1/jE5448wq+wbv5R0A5pqW</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="MjSjGiCSAffufjluc9P3Zem5Q4k=">AAACHHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgQcKuBo0XCXrxqGA0kITQO+nEIbszy0yvICFfInjSP/EmXgV/xLOTGMFnnYrqqumeCpNIWvL9Vy8zMTk1PZOdzc3NLywu5ZdXLqxOjcCq0JE2tRAsRlJhlSRFWEsMQhxGeBn2jofzy2s0Vmp1TjcJNmPoKtmRAshJrfxSQ2mp2qiIb9Chv9HKF/yif1D2dw/4bxIU/REKbIzTVv6t0dYijd0LIgJr61BKIEGzHQQJNfuh1r1BrpFaTED0oIt1RxXEaJv90fUDvplaIM1dhsuIj0T8muhDbO1NHDpnDHRlv81CAz2kwU//0PiXv55Sp9zsS5WkhEoMl5OMcLTcCiNdVcjb0iARDL+EXCouwAARGslBCCemrrucK+qzDf4/udgpBnvF0tlOoXI0rizL1tg622IB22cVdsJOWZUJlrJbds8evDvv0Xvynj+sGW+cWWXf4L28AxgxoVA=</latexit>

t > 0

<latexit sha1_base64="TyqdRRG5ywSXHBjT7R1LFvWqISA=">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</latexit>

| (t)i = e�itH | (0)i
<latexit sha1_base64="VvH5nWcjlQ6PwE0MeXZq7oLLOVU=">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</latexit>
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A case study: asymmetry after a quench
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Mpemba effect
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t = 0

Quantum Mpemba effect: The more the 
symmetry is initially broken, shorter is the time
to restore it

Larger subsystems require more 
time to recover the symmetry

  tends to zero for large t 
and the U(1) symmetry is restored 
ΔS(n)

A (t)



Mixed state entanglement: Partial transpose and negativity
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Peres, 1996

Vidal Werner 2002

P. Calabrese, J. Cardy, E. Tonni 2012

Q: what is the entanglement in a mixed state?
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FIG. 1. Protocol and illustrations. a) The p3-PPT condition
can be used to demonstrate mixed-state bipartite entangle-
ment with PT-moments. Separable states are PPT states and
also fulfill the p3-PPT condition. Thus, quantum states which
violate the p3-PPT condition must be bipartite entangled [see
also Eq. (2)]. b) In our protocol, PT-moments are measured
by applying local random unitaries followed by computational
basis measurements. c-d) Violation of the p3-PPT condition,
i.e. p22 > p3, is experimentally observed for connected c) and
disconnected (separated by d = 0, 2, 4 spins) d) partitions A
and B at various times t after a quantum quench [10]. Dots:
experimental results. Error bars: Jackknife estimates of sta-
tistical errors. Lines: numerical simulations including the
decoherence model presented in Ref. [10].

the SM [23], the p3-PPT condition becomes equivalent to
the PPT condition for Werner states (in this case, it is a
necessary and su�cient condition for bipartite entangle-
ment [27]).

The second main contribution of this letter is a mea-
surement protocol to determine PT-moments in NISQ
devices. Crucially, we employ randomized measurements
implemented with local (single-qubit) random unitaries,
see Fig. 1b) which are readily available in NISQ devices
and have been already successfully applied to measure
entanglement entropies, many-body state-fidelities, and
out-of-time ordered correlators [10, 28–30]. In contrast to
previous proposals for measuring PT-moments, our pro-
tocol does not rely on many-body interference between
identical state copies [6, 24, 31], or on using global entan-
gling random unitaries [32] built from interacting Hamil-
tonians [16, 33–35]. Instead, it only requires single-qubit
control, and allows for the estimation of many distinct
PT-moments from the same data. In particular, arbi-
trary orders n � 2 and arbitrary (connected, as well as
disconnected) partitions A, B can be measured.

While the experimental setup for our measurement
protocol is reminiscent of quantum state tomogra-
phy [36–39], there are fundamental di↵erences regarding
the required number of measurements (as independent
state copies), and the way the measured data is pro-

cessed. Without strong assumptions on the state [37, 38],
performing tomography to infer an ✏-approximation of
an unknown density matrix ⇢AB (e.g. in order to sub-
sequently compute ✏-approximations of pn) requires (at
least) order 2|AB|rank(⇢AB)/✏2 measurements [40, 41].
In the high accuracy regime (✏ ⌧ 1), our direct es-
timation protocol instead only requires order 2|AB|/✏2

measurements. For highly mixed states – the central
topic of this work – this discrepancy heralds a signifi-
cant reduction in measurement resources. Furthermore,
we predict PT-moments through a ’direct’ and (multi-
) linear postprocessing of the measurement data repre-
sented as ’classical shadows’ [18]. Thus, data process-
ing is cheap – both in memory and runtime – and can
be massively parallelized. Similar to previous measure-
ment [10, 15, 16, 18, 29, 30, 42–44] and entanglement
detection [45–49] protocols based on randomized mea-
surements, this is another distinct advantage over tomog-
raphy which typically requires expensive data-processing
algorithms [36] or training a neural network [38].

Finally, we demonstrate our measurement protocol and
the p3-PPT condition experimentally in the context of
the quantum simulation of many-body systems. Here,
PT-moments have been shown to reveal universal prop-
erties of quantum phases of matter [22, 50–53] and their
transitions [22, 50, 54, 55]. Out of equilibrium, PT-
moments allow to understand the dynamical process of
thermalization [56–59], and the fate of (many-body) lo-
calization in presence of decoherence [60]. In this work,
we analyze the data of Ref. [10] corresponding to the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics in a spin model with long-
range interactions, which was implemented in a 10-qubit
trapped ion quantum simulator. In particular, we cer-
tify the presence of mixed-state entanglement via the p3-
PPT condition [see Fig. 1(c-d), and for details below].
Furthermore, we monitor the time-evolution of p3 and
observe dynamical signatures of entanglement spreading
and thermalization [56, 57].

Protocol– The experimental ingredients to measure
PT-moments build on resources similar to the ones pre-
sented in Ref. [16] and realized in Ref. [10] to mea-
sure Rényi entropies. The key new element is the post-
processing of the experimental data [18]. As shown in
Fig. 1, the quantum state of interest is realized in a sys-
tem of N qubits. In the partitions A and B, consisting
of |A| and |B| spins, respectively, a randomized measure-
ment is performed by applying random local unitaries
u = u1 ⌦ · · · ⌦ u|AB|, with ui independent single qubit
rotation sampled from a unitary 3-design [33, 61], and a
subsequent projective measurement in the computational
basis with outcome k = (k1, . . . , k|AB|). This is subse-
quently repeated with M di↵erent random unitaries such
that a data set of M bitstrings k(r) with r = 1, . . . ,M is
collected.

From this data set, the PT-moments pn can be esti-
mated without having to reconstruct the density matrix
⇢AB , and with a significantly smaller number of experi-
mental runs M than required for full quantum state to-

Intermezzo: “Negativity” in experiments 

In Elben et al, PRL 2020  are obtained by performing local random 
measurements and post-processing using the classical shadows framework

pn

Quench from Néel state
in a long range XX

p3-PPT condition: if , then PPT is violated and there is entanglement p3 < p2
2

The negativity is difficult to measure experimentally, but the moments of the partial transpose  canpn

Generalizations 
A.Neven, J. Carrasco, V. Vitale, C. Kokail, A. Elben, M. Dalmonte, P. Calabrese, P. Zoller, B. Vermersch, 
R. Kueng, and B. Kraus, ArXiv:2103.07443

◉  conditions: generalized conditions, involving higher momentsDn

◉ Symmetry resolution of p3-PPT:
- Allow to understand in which sector negative eigenvalues are
- More sensitive to small negative eigenvalues

E. Cornfeld, M. Goldstein, and E. Sela, PRA  98, 032302 (2018) 
J. Gray, L. Banchi, A. Bayat, and S. Bose, Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 150503 (2018) 
A. Elben, R. Kueng, H.-Y. Huang, R. van Bijnen, C. Kokail, M. Dalmonte, P. Calabrese, B. Kraus, J. Preskill, P. Zoller, and B. Vermersch, PRL 125, 200501 (2020)  



Fermionic partial transpose
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H. Shapourian, K. Shiozaki, S. Ryu, PRB 95, 165101 (2017)

 all spin structures ∑ only 1 cycle

 Gaussian ρR1
A sum of 2 Gaussian ρT1

A

Fermionic negativity (no negative eigenvalues, but entanglement monotone)



Symmetry Resolution: example
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block-diagonal structure
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block-diagonal structure

charge imbalance resolved negativity

(fermionic)
partial transpose

A particle in one out of three boxes,  A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ B
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Some results: Negativity equipartition



The symmetry resolution of entanglement measures provides a fine structure of the 
entanglement content of physical states of extended quantum systems that is not accessible 
from the measure of the total entanglement

Main message:

◉ Measurable experimentally (actually already measured!) 

◉ Easy to compute via charged moments  

Some features:

◉ Relation to charge statistics, entanglement Hamiltonian, …. 


